Controlled foreign company (CFC) regimes are used in many countries as a means to prevent erosion of the domestic tax base and to discourage residents from shifting income to jurisdictions that do not impose tax or that impose tax at low rates. While the rules applicable to CFCs and the attributes of a CFC differ from country to country, the hallmark of CFC regimes in general is that they eliminate the deferral of income earned by a CFC and tax residents currently on their proportionate share of a CFC’s income. Typical conditions for the application of such regimes are that a domestic taxpayer “control” the CFC; that the CFC be located in a “low tax” jurisdiction or a jurisdiction that imposes a tax rate lower than the rate (as specifically defined) in the shareholder’s country, or, alternatively that the CFC be located in a “black” or “grey” list jurisdiction (as opposed to a favored “white” list jurisdiction);and that the CFC derive specific types of income (e.g. passive income in some regimes, but all types of income in others). While most countries provide for exemptions from their CFC regimes, even where such exemptions apply, shareholders with interests in CFCs still may face complex reporting requirements.

Overview of the guide

The Guide to Controlled Foreign Company Regimes (updated as of July 2015) surveys the regimes for the 65 countries represented in the Deloitte International Tax Source (DITS). This resource is supplemented by the Taxation and Investment Guides, Country Highlights, tax alerts and holding company, transfer pricing and tax rate matrices available on DITS (http://www.dits.deloitte.com).

The jurisdiction-specific rules described in this guide may be influenced by developments relating to the OECD/G20 action plan to address base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS), particularly in relation to action 3: Strengthening CFC Rules. The April 2015 OECD discussion draft on Action 3 is briefly described below.

BEPS Action 3: Strengthening CFC Rules

The OECD released a discussion draft on action 3 on 3 April 2015, which is focused on developing recommendations on the design of domestic CFC rules. Its proposals do not represent a consensus view from the G20/OECD governments involved, but are designed to provide preliminary but substantive proposals for public analysis and comment.

The discussion draft identifies seven “building blocks” to form the design principles for establishing effective CFC rules. The building blocks represent draft recommendations, with the exception of the definition of CFC income, which instead considers different approaches to defining CFC income (as no consensus recommendation could be reached). The building blocks are as follows:

- **Definition of a CFC:** CFCs should include corporate entities, trusts, nontransparent partnerships and permanent establishments (PEs) where the income of the PE is exempt in the head office jurisdiction. A modified anti-hybrid rule should be included to prevent entities from circumventing CFC rules by the use of hybrids.

- **Threshold requirements:** Threshold requirements should be used to limit the scope of CFC rules and exclude entities that pose little risk of BEPS activity. The recommendation is to include a low-tax threshold based on the effective tax rate for the CFC.

- **Definition of control:** CFC rules should apply both a legal and an economic control test, and a CFC should be treated as controlled where residents hold, directly or indirectly, more than 50% control (although jurisdictions could lower this control threshold). Control could be established through aggregated interests of related parties, unrelated resident parties or taxpayers acting in concert.

The information provided in the Guide to Controlled Foreign Company Regimes is general, and appropriate advice from country specialists should always be sought.
Definition of CFC income: There was no consensus on how CFC income should be defined and the discussion draft considers different options. These include a form-based analysis (i.e. broadly categorizing different types of income that represent “passive income” as CFC income and excluding different types of income that represent “active income”) and several different versions of a substance-based analysis (i.e. broadly excluding income that arises from substantial activities undertaken by the CFC itself). The paper also discusses possible approaches that could be used to determine income that raises BEPS concerns and should be attributed to shareholders, and income that does not.

Rules for computing income: The rules of the parent jurisdiction should be used to calculate a CFC’s income. CFC losses should be permitted to be used only to offset profits of CFCs in the same jurisdiction.

Rules for attributing income: A CFC’s income generally should be attributed to each controlling person by reference to their proportionate share of ownership and their actual period of ownership, and the tax rate of the parent jurisdiction should be applied to the income.

Rules to prevent or eliminate double taxation: CFC rules should allow for a credit for foreign taxes actually paid, including CFC tax paid by intermediate companies in cases where CFC rules in more than one jurisdiction apply to the same CFC income. At the discretion of individual jurisdictions, consideration also should be given to an exemption for dividends from CFCs and gains on the disposition of CFC shares in cases where income of the CFC previously has been subject to CFC taxation.

The OECD requested comments on the discussion draft by 1 May 2015, and a public consultation meeting was held on 12 May 2015. The action plan calls for the OECD’s recommendations on action 3 to be completed by September 2015, and the results could lead jurisdictions to modify their existing CFC regimes or to introduce a new CFC regime.
General
The CFC rules are in subparagraph a) of sections 133 and 148 of the Argentina Income Tax Law; section 165 VI 1-6 of the regulatory decree also addresses CFCs.

The CFC rules require resident shareholders to include in their taxable income the taxable profits derived by a company resident in a noncooperative jurisdiction from certain passive income, but only if the amount of passive income is greater than the amount of active income.

When applicable
The CFC rules apply to passive income derived from noncooperative jurisdictions. Argentina previously had a blacklist of noncooperative jurisdictions, but in 2014 this list was replaced with a list of countries that are considered “cooperative” for tax transparency purposes. Any country or jurisdiction not included on the published list of cooperative countries is deemed to be a noncooperative country that is subject to all tax provisions that apply to low or no tax jurisdictions.

The following jurisdictions are on the list of cooperative countries: Albania, Andorra, Angola, Anguilla, Armenia, Aruba, Australia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Bahamas, Belgium, Belize, Bermuda, Bolivia, Brazil, British Virgin Islands, Canada, Cayman Islands, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cuba, Curacao, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Estonia, Faroe Islands, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Greenland, Guatemala, Guernsey, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Isle of Man, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jersey, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Korea (ROK), Kuwait, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macao, Macedonia, Malta, Mauritius, Mexico, Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro, Montserrat, Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Russia, San Marino, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, St. Maarten, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Turks and Caicos, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, the UK, the US, Uruguay, Vatican City, Venezuela and Vietnam.

Type of income attributable and when included
The CFC regime applies only to passive income that comprises at least 50% of the income of the foreign subsidiary (in other words, the CFC rules are not triggered if 49% of the subsidiary’s income is passive income). The following income is considered passive income: dividends, interest (unless obtained commercially, such as where the subsidiary is a bank), royalties, rent from real property (unless commercially exploited) and gains from the sale of shares, participations and bonds, as well as transactions involving derivatives and similar financial instruments (unless made for hedging purposes).

The passive income of the CFC to be included in the taxable income of an Argentine shareholder is that derived by the CFC in the CFC’s fiscal year ending in the fiscal year of the Argentine shareholder.

Credit for foreign taxes
Neither a direct nor an indirect tax credit is available.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution
Only dividends exceeding already taxed passive income are included as taxable income, with the determination made on a first in, first out (FIFO) basis.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules
Noncorporate investments generally are taxed on an accrual basis regardless of where they are located, so no additional rules are necessary.
Exemptions

Current taxation does not apply if at least 50% of the profits of the company resident in a noncooperative jurisdiction are related to active income.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

There are no specific provisions regarding the taxation of a sale of a CFC; the net gain is taxed in the regular manner at the standard corporate income tax rate of 35%. Because there are no provisions equivalent to those ensuring that only dividends in excess of already taxed passive income are included in taxable income, double taxation may arise on the sale of a CFC (to the extent the taxable gain is attributable to already taxed income of the CFC that is the subject of the sale).

Other features of CFC regime

None
General

Australia’s CFC rules are found in Part X of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (ITAA 1936). Reforms to the CFC rules were announced in 2009, then put on hold as part of the 2013-2014 federal budget and ultimately abandoned.

Under current law, qualifying Australian shareholders (“attributable taxpayers”) are subject to taxation on an accruals basis on their proportionate share of a CFC’s “attributable income.” Where the CFC rules apply, the Australian shareholder includes its share of the CFC’s attributable income in its assessable income for the year of income in which the end of the CFC’s statutory accounting period occurs.

When applicable

Income can be attributed under the CFC rules only if the Australian shareholder is an attributable taxpayer (i.e. if it has an associate-inclusive control interest in the CFC of at least 10% or other specific conditions are satisfied).

For a foreign company to be a CFC, either: five or fewer Australian residents (including associates) must hold 50% or more of the company; or, subject to additional considerations, a single Australian entity must hold not less than 40%; or five or fewer Australian entities (including associates) must effectively control the company.

The rules that determine a CFC’s attributable income (see below) vary depending on whether the CFC is resident in a “listed” or an “unlisted” country. There are seven listed countries: Canada, France, Germany, Japan, New Zealand, the UK and the US. All other countries are unlisted countries.

Type of income attributable and when included

In broad terms, only certain passive income is attributed under the CFC rules; active income generally is not attributed. The attributable income of a CFC is calculated using the same tax rules applicable to Australian resident companies, subject to certain modifications. Amounts attributed are subject to Australian income tax in the hands of an Australian attributable taxpayer.

If less than 95% of a CFC’s turnover is active, the CFC fails the “active income test” and there may be attribution of “adjusted tainted income” (passive income, tainted services income and tainted sales income). Where the CFC is resident in a listed country, the attributable income is limited to certain adjusted tainted income that is concessionally taxed (referred to as “eligible designated concession income”).

If the CFC passes the active income test, no adjusted tainted income should be attributed. However, certain types of income are specifically attributed even if the active income test is passed.

As noted above, where the CFC rules apply, the Australian attributable taxpayer includes its share of the CFC’s attributable income in its assessable income for the year of income in which the end of the CFC’s statutory accounting period occurs.

Credit for foreign taxes

Under the foreign income tax offset rules, a credit is available in Australia to attributable taxpayers that are Australian resident companies for (i) foreign income taxes paid by a CFC in relation to attributed amounts; (ii) Australian taxes (income tax or withholding tax) paid by a CFC; and (iii) direct withholding taxes on the eventual repatriation from first tier CFCs.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

Dividends paid out of previously attributed amounts under the CFC rules and foreign investment fund (FIF) rules (now repealed—see below) generally are treated as exempt income under sections 23AI and 23AK, ITAA 1936, respectively.
**Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules**

In addition to the CFC rules, the transferor trust rules (TTR) may subject foreign income to accruals taxation in the hands of resident Australian taxpayers. The TTR are found in Div 6AAA Pt III of the ITAA 1936. Under the TTR, an Australian resident is subject to tax on an accruals basis on the attributable income of a foreign trust to which the Australian resident has transferred property or services. Where the TTR apply, the Australian resident includes its share of the transferor trust income in its assessable income.

Australia’s FIF regime and deemed present entitlement rules were repealed with effect from 1 July 2010.

Following the repeal of the FIF regime, the government released draft legislation in April 2010 and revised draft legislation in February 2011 to introduce a specific anti-avoidance provision to address the potential risk of tax deferral in respect of non-controlled foreign investments. The new “anti-roll-up” fund rule would target only offshore accumulation or roll-up funds. As of June 2015, the legislation to introduce the anti-roll up rule had not been introduced, so its status is uncertain.

**Exemptions**

A de minimis exemption may apply for a CFC that is resident in a listed country if the attributable income does not exceed the lesser of AUD 50,000 or 5% of the CFC’s gross turnover.

As discussed above, where a CFC resident in a listed or an unlisted country passes the active income test, no adjusted tainted income is attributed. However, certain types of income are specifically attributed even if the active income test is passed.

**Tax treatment on sale of CFC**

There is no separate taxation regime for the disposal of shares in a CFC. Capital gains or losses derived by an Australian company on the disposal of shares in a foreign company, including a CFC, with an active business may be partly or wholly disregarded under the capital gains tax (CGT) participation exemption. Broadly, the exemption applies if the Australian company holds a direct voting percentage of 10% or more in the foreign company for a certain period before the disposal takes place. The gain or loss is reduced by the active asset percentage. If the percentage is 90% or more, the gain or loss is totally disregarded. If the percentage is less than 10%, there is no exemption. If the percentage is between 10% and 90%, there is a proportionate exemption. Active assets generally are those used in carrying on a business other than assets such as financial instruments, assets whose main use is to derive passive income, and cash and cash equivalents. This CGT participation exemption regime also applies to disposals by CFCs.

Where the gain on the disposal of shares in a CFC is not reduced under the rules outlined above, and the gain is attributable to the retention of amounts that previously have been attributed to the taxpayer, the consideration for the disposal of the shares by the taxpayer can be reduced to the extent of the amount previously attributed.

**Other features of CFC regime**

None
General

Brazil’s current CFC rules are based on Law 12,973, published on 14 May 2014 and Normative Ruling 1,520 enacted on 8 December 2014 (revoking Normative Ruling 213/2002). The rules apply as from 1 January 2015.

Under the CFC rules, profits earned by a CFC (controlled company) of a Brazilian entity (whether or not distributed) must be included in the corporate income tax and social contribution on net profits tax bases of the Brazilian controlling/parent company in proportion to the Brazilian company’s participation in the year the profits were earned; such profits are subject to tax on 31 December of the year in which the profits are made available to the Brazilian company. Profits earned by affiliated companies are considered available to the controlling/parent company in Brazil and subject to taxation at the end of each fiscal year.

The previous rules charged tax on undistributed profits of foreign controlled or affiliated companies that were available to the Brazilian parent, but the new rules make a distinction between foreign controlled companies and affiliated companies. A foreign controlled company is a foreign legal entity in which the Brazilian company holds, directly or indirectly, the majority of the voting capital; and a foreign affiliate is a foreign entity in which the Brazilian investor has a “significant influence”—this is presumed to exist where the Brazilian investor holds, directly or indirectly, 20% or more of the voting capital of the affiliate.

Under the old CFC regime, profits earned by subsidiaries and affiliates were taxed on a current basis. However, following the Brazilian constitutional court’s decision in 2013 that this tax treatment violated the constitution where affiliated companies were not located in a tax haven jurisdiction, the new rules provide that the profits of foreign affiliates generally are taxed when made available to the Brazilian parent/controlling entity, whereas the profits of foreign subsidiaries are taxed on a current basis.

When applicable

The new CFC rules make the application of the regime more flexible. The taxation of the profits of foreign affiliated companies are not automatically subject to taxation in Brazil; such profits are taxed only when paid or credited to the Brazilian investor as described above, if the following requirements are met:

- The affiliated company is not subject to a nominal income tax rate lower than 20%; and
- The affiliated company is not resident in a tax haven (i.e. a jurisdiction on Brazil’s black list) or a privileged tax regime jurisdiction (a jurisdiction on the grey list).

Otherwise, the profits of such entities are taxed on 31 December of each year.

The following jurisdictions are on Brazil’s black list: American Samoa, Andorra, Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, Aruba, Ascension Islands, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Brunei, Campione D’Italia, Cayman Islands, Channel Islands, Cook Islands, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Djibouti, Dominica, French Polynesia, Gibraltar, Grenada, Hong Kong, Isle of Man, Kiribati, Labuan, Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Macau, Madeira, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Mauricio Islands, Monaco, Montserrat, Nauru, Netherlands Antilles, Niue, Norfolk Island, Oman, Panama, Pitcairn Islands, Queshm Island, Samoa, San Marino, Seychelles, Singapore, Solomon Islands, St. Helena, St. Lucia, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Peter and Miguelão Island, St. Vincent, Swaziland, Tonga, Tristan da Cunha, Turks and Caicos, United Arab Emirates, US Virgin Islands and Vanuatu.

The following regimes are included on Brazil’s grey list of privileged tax regimes:

- Denmark’s regime for holding company that do not have any substantial economic activity,
• Iceland’s international trading company regime;
• Malta International trading company and international holding company regimes;
• Netherlands’ regime for holding company regime that do not have any substantial economic activities (temporarily suspended);
• Spain’s holding company regime (ETVE) temporarily suspended);
• Switzerland’s holding company, domiciliary company, auxiliary company and mixed company regimes that impose a corporate income tax of less than 20%;
• Uruguay’s regime applicable to financial investment companies (Safis); and
• US LLCs incorporated under US state law, in which the equity interest is held by nonresidents not subject to US federal income tax.

Type of income attributable and when included

The taxation of profits of noncontrolled entities generally should take place at the time the profits are distributed to the Brazilian entity if certain requirements are met (or on 31 December, if those requirements are not met).

Losses incurred by abroad CFCs may not be offset against profits of the controlling company generated in Brazil. The domestic rule on net operating loss (NOL) limitations (i.e. 30%) does not apply to CFCs.

Brazilian taxpayers have the option to make an irrevocable election (on a calendar year basis) to consolidate the profits and losses of CFCs until 2022. This election is not available, however, in the following cases:

• If the CFC is resident in a tax haven (i.e. a jurisdiction on Brazil’s black list), a privileged tax regime jurisdiction (a jurisdiction on the grey list) or a jurisdiction that has not concluded an exchange of information agreement with Brazil;
• The CFC is controlled, directly or indirectly, by a black or grey list entity;
• The income of the CFC is subject to a nominal income tax rate lower than 20%; or
• The CFC’s “active” income is lower than 80% of its total income.

Profits of a CFC that already have been included in the taxable base of its Brazilian parent company as a result of transfer pricing adjustments on transactions between the CFC and the Brazilian parent company are excluded from further inclusion in the corporate income tax base of the Brazilian taxpayer.

The payment of corporate income tax related to the CFC’s profits may be deferred for up to five years (with a minimum of 25% paid in the year following the relevant computation year), with the balance paid within the following four years, subject to certain interest rate adjustments.

Credit for foreign taxes

Brazil uses the credit system to avoid double taxation, whereby taxes paid abroad on income derived by a Brazilian resident taxpayer may be credited against the Brazilian tax liability, up to the Brazilian statutory corporate income tax rate of 34%. There is no tax credit carryforward unless the Brazilian company was in an NOL position at the time the foreign income was taxed. A foreign tax credit is possible regardless of the existence of a tax treaty.

Until calendar year 2022, the Brazilian parent/controlling entity may deduct up to 9% as a deemed credit to offset the income tax due on CFC profits (this benefit previously was available only to taxpayers in the beverage, food and construction sectors).

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

Since there is no deferral, the income is taxed when generated. Under Brazilian domestic law, dividends received are not subject to tax, so double taxation may not be an issue when the income is repatriated via dividends.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

None

Exemptions

An exemption from the CFC regime is available where foreign subsidiaries and affiliated companies earn profits related to oil and gas operations in Brazil. In such a case, the Brazilian parent or investor of the foreign subsidiary or affiliate is exempt from tax in Brazil on the relevant profits.
**Tax treatment on sale of CFC**

The difference between the sales price and the book basis of the foreign CFC is taxed as capital gain derived from the sale of a CFC, according to Brazilian accounting standards. Capital gains are taxed at the ordinary corporate income tax rate (no separate basket).

**Other features of CFC regime**

The Brazilian parent/controlling entity can opt to pay the corporate income tax related to the CFC profits in full annually or to defer payment of the tax for up to eight years to the extent profits have not been distributed. This deferral is subject to a minimum payment of 12.5% of the relevant profits in the first year, with the balance due by the eighth year. The deferred tax is subject to interest (at the 12-month US LIBOR rate) and is subject to any exchange fluctuation based on the US dollar.

Deferral is not permitted if the CFC meets one or more of the following requirements:

- It is subject to a nominal income tax rate lower than 20%;
- It is resident in a tax haven or privileged tax regime jurisdiction;
- It is controlled, directly or indirectly, by a black or grey list entity; or
- Its active income is less than 80% of its total income.
Canada's Foreign Affiliate (FA) rules include anti-deferral provisions known as the “foreign accrual property income” (FAPI) rules. The FA rules are contained primarily in sections 90-95 and 112-113 of the Income Tax Act and Part LIX (sections 5900-5919) of the Income Tax Regulations.

Canadian residents must pay Canadian income tax on a current basis to the extent of their share of FAPI earned by a controlled foreign affiliate (CFA). The definition of CFA is broad, and an anti-avoidance rule may apply if shares are acquired or disposed of and the principal purpose is to avoid this status.

When applicable

The FAPI rules apply to CFAs earning certain types of passive and “deemed passive” income. An FA is a nonresident corporation in which the Canadian resident holds at least a 10% equity percentage together with related persons, with at least 1% held by the Canadian resident itself. A CFA is an FA controlled by the Canadian resident or a combination of the Canadian resident and certain other persons. De jure control exists where one or more persons hold a sufficient number of shares carrying voting rights to constitute a majority in the election of the board of directors.

While there are no black or white lists, and FAPI can be earned in any country, the FA rules provide something like a “participation exemption” for dividends paid to a Canadian corporate shareholder from active business income earned by an FA in a country that has concluded a tax treaty or tax information exchange agreement with Canada.

Type of income attributable and when included

Income other than active business income, as well as certain types of active business income that have a connection to Canada, generally are considered to be FAPI earned by an FA of a Canadian taxpayer. FAPI is included in the Canadian taxpayer's income in the year it is earned, as if the taxpayer had earned the income directly, regardless of whether the income is distributed to the Canadian taxpayer. Canada provides a grossed-up deduction from income for any tax paid by the CFA in respect of the FAPI.

Attributed income earned by a CFA in a particular tax year is included in the tax year of the Canadian shareholder in which the particular tax year ends. Proposals have been released that would attribute FAPI to a shareholder in certain cases where a CFA is sold in whole or part before its year end, but these proposals have been deferred for further study.

Credit for foreign taxes

Canada provides a grossed-up deduction from income for tax paid by the CFA in respect of FAPI, which effectively results in a credit for foreign taxes.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

The FA rules allow a deduction from income for dividends paid out of FAPI that previously was included in income.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

Canada has foreign investment entity (FIE) rules that seek to tax certain passive income that is not otherwise caught under the CFC rules.

Exemptions

All income of an FA is characterized as (1) income from an active business; (2) income from property; or (3) income deemed to be from a business other than an active business. The latter two categories of income are included in a CFA’s FAPI. Income from property may be recharacterized as active business income in certain cases, such as some payments that are deductible by another FA against its active business income.
Tax treatment on sale of CFC

The sale of an FA generally would give rise to a capital gain (or loss). Where the taxpayer owns the FA shares directly, 50% of the capital gain is included in taxable income and taxed at ordinary tax rates. A Canadian corporate shareholder can elect to have all or a portion of the proceeds deemed to be a dividend out of the FA’s surplus accounts and thereby possibly avoid (all or part of) capital gain.

Where a CFA owns shares of another FA or CFA, the gain on the disposition is included in FAPI of the taxpayer if the shares are not “excluded property.” The shares generally are excluded property if all or substantially all of the assets of the FA are used to earn active business income.

Other features of CFC regime

None
General


According to article 45 of the EIT Law, a Chinese enterprise shareholder may be taxed currently on its proportionate share of undistributed profits of CFCs located in certain low tax jurisdictions where there are no valid business reasons for the decision not to distribute.

When applicable

A CFC is defined as a foreign enterprise that is “controlled” by Chinese resident enterprises, or collectively by Chinese resident enterprises and Chinese individual residents, and is established in a country (or region) where the actual tax burden is “obviously lower” than the tax rate prescribed in article 4(1) of the EIT Law (i.e. 25%). The Implementation Rules define the term “obviously lower” to mean an effective tax rate (ETR) in the foreign jurisdiction that is lower than 50% of the tax rate in China (i.e. a rate of less than 12.5%).

Article 117 of the Implementation Rules provides an explanation of the term “controlled” as used in article 45 of the EIT Law:

- A resident enterprise or an individual resident in China holds, directly or indirectly, 10% or more of the total voting shares, and jointly holds more than 50% of the total shares of the foreign enterprise;
- If the percentage tests are not met, a substantial control provision will apply, i.e. if the Chinese resident exerts substantial control over the foreign enterprise with respect to shareholding, financing, business, purchases and sales, etc.

The STA Rules require Chinese resident enterprises to file an annual reporting form on overseas investment, with the annual tax return. The tax authorities will issue a confirmation notice where a CFC is identified based on a review of the reporting information.

China does not have a black list of countries. White list countries are Australia, Canada, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa, the UK and the US.

Type of income attributable and when included

All income included in the profits of the foreign enterprise (including passive income) is attributable to the Chinese resident enterprise under the CFC rules and taxed at the standard EIT rate of 25%.

The income of the CFC to be included in the taxable income of a Chinese enterprise shareholder is that derived by the CFC in the CFC's fiscal year ending in the fiscal year of the Chinese enterprise shareholder.

Credit for foreign taxes

China allows a foreign tax credit for foreign taxes attributed to the CFC profits subject to Chinese taxation. Both direct and indirect foreign tax credits are allowed.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

Income that already has been attributed and taxed under the CFC rules should not be subject to Chinese tax again when it is later distributed by the CFC to the shareholders.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

None
Exemptions

Exemption provisions apply in the following cases:

- The CFC is located in a white list country;
- The CFC’s income is derived mainly from active business activities; or
- The annual profits of the CFC are lower than RMB 5 million.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

The Chinese resident enterprise must pay EIT at 25% on gains derived from the sale of the CFC. Individual residents of China pay individual income tax of 20% on the gain.

Other features of CFC regime

None
Denmark’s CFC legislation is found in section 32 of the Corporate Tax Act (section 16 H of the Tax Assessment Act for individuals).

Under the CFC rules, a Danish company is required to include in its taxable income the total income of a foreign or Danish subsidiary, if the subsidiary qualifies as a CFC.

**When applicable**

A Danish resident company or a Danish permanent establishment (PE) of a foreign company may be subject to tax on the total income of a subsidiary or foreign PE of a Danish company if:

- The subsidiary is controlled, directly or indirectly, by the Danish resident company;
- The CFC income of the subsidiary constitutes more than 50% of the taxable income of the subsidiary; and
- The subsidiary’s financial assets on average constitute more than 10% of its total assets in the income year.

CFC income is defined as:

- Dividends that would be taxable under Danish law;
- Taxable net interest income;
- Taxable net gains on receivables and debts and financial instruments;
- Net capital gains on shares that would be taxable under Danish law;
- Royalties and capital gains on intangible assets (except for royalties received from third parties for the use of intangible assets developed through the subsidiary’s own R&D);
- Taxable finance leasing income;
- Taxable income from insurance, banking and other financial activities for which no CFC exemption has been granted under the exemption applicable to financial institutions; and
- Taxable gains and losses on the disposal of CO2 quotas and credits.

Denmark does not have a white or black list of countries. Subsidiaries in all jurisdictions (including Denmark) may be caught by the CFC rules.

**Type of income attributable and when included**

If a subsidiary or PE is considered a CFC, the total income of the CFC (not just the financial/CFC income) will be attributed to the Danish parent and taxed at the normal Danish corporate tax rate (23.5% in 2015). The Danish parent company is taxable in proportion to its ownership share and ownership period. The attributed income must be included in the taxable income of the Danish parent in the income year of accrual.

**Credit for foreign taxes**

A tax credit is granted for taxes paid by the subsidiary.

**Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution**

The ordinary participation exemption applies, which generally means that dividends received are tax exempt if the parent company holds 10% or more of the share capital of the subsidiary and the dividends are covered by the EU parent-subsidiary directive or a tax treaty between Denmark and the country of the subsidiary (subsidiary shares); or if the parent company and the subsidiary qualify for international joint taxation under Danish tax law, irrespective of whether such an election actually has been made (group shares).

**Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules**

Certain investment companies are covered by section 19 of the Act on Taxation of Capital Gains on the Sale of Shares. Shares in investment companies are taxed on a mark-to-market basis.
Exemptions
The CFC rules do not apply when the group has chosen to apply the rules on international joint taxation, nor do they apply to investment companies covered by section 19 of the Corporate Tax Act. The National Tax Board can exempt subsidiaries carrying out insurance, mortgage credit, stockbroker, investment management or banking activities from the CFC rules.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC
The sale of a CFC is subject to the ordinary rules on capital gains on shares. Moreover, a direct or an indirect sale of a CFC may mean that the CFC is deemed to have disposed of a proportionate amount of all financial assets and liabilities covered by the Act on Capital Gains on Receivables etc. and the Act on Capital Gains on Sale of Shares at fair market value. These rules should ensure that CFC taxation is not avoided by investments in assets where the yield comes in the form of an appreciation in value rather than a current yield (dividends, interest, etc.).

Other features of CFC regime
None
Egypt

General

Egypt’s CFC rules are found in the Income Tax Law No. 91 (2005) in article 70, paragraph 6 B of the Executive Regulations.

The profits of Egyptian-owned CFCs are brought into tax in Egypt using the equity method of revenue recognition.

When applicable

An Egyptian company is subject to the CFC rules on the income of its CFC if the following requirements are met:

- The profits of the CFC are not subject to tax or are exempt from tax in its country of residence or are subject to tax at a rate less than 75% of the Egyptian corporate income tax rate;
- The Egyptian entity owns more than 10% of the CFC; and
- More than 70% of the CFC income is derived from dividends, interest, royalties, management fees or rental payments.

Type of income attributable and when included

Net income, including all types of income, is attributed at the fiscal year end. Impairment losses are not attributable in the base of such income.

Credit for foreign taxes

Egypt uses the credit system to avoid double taxation, whereby taxes paid abroad on income derived by an Egyptian resident taxpayer may be credited against the Egyptian tax liability in proportion to revenue recognized abroad. The corporate income tax rate is 25% for amounts up to EGP 1 million, and 30% for amounts exceeding EGP 1 million. There is no carryforward of foreign tax credits.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

Income is taxed when it is generated. Dividends are subject to a 10% withholding tax. If the recipient of the dividends owns 25% or more of the payer company and has held the investment for at least two years, the rate may be reduced to 5%.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

None

Exemptions

None

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

Profits of a sale of a CFC are subject to the ordinary corporate income tax rules as a part of the Egyptian company’s income, at the normal rates.

Other features of CFC regime

None

Proposed changes

The corporate tax rate is expected to be changed to a flat rate of 22.5% in the near future.
General

Estonia’s CFC rules apply only to resident individuals; anti-avoidance rules apply to resident companies (e.g. a higher tax burden on service fees paid to low tax territories and taxation of loans and investments made to companies situated in low tax territories).

When applicable

An Estonian resident individual is subject to income tax on CFC income, regardless of whether the CFC has distributed profits, in the following cases:

- The foreign company is located in a “low tax territory,” i.e. a foreign state or territory that does not impose a tax on profits earned or distributed by a legal person, or where the tax is less than one-third of the income tax that an Estonian resident individual would pay on a similar amount of business income. The Estonian tax rate is 20%, so any tax rate below 6.7% would be deemed to be low;
- The foreign company is “controlled” by Estonian residents (i.e. Estonian tax residents own at least 50% of the capital of the company); and
- The Estonian resident individual owns directly or together with associated persons at least 10% of the shares of the CFC.

The Financial Minister has issued an official white list of jurisdictions that are not considered low tax territories. The list is comprised mainly of EU member states, tax treaty partners and certain other OECD countries.

Type of income attributable and when included

All types of income are included. The difference between income and expenses is taxable on an annual basis, even if the CFC did not distribute its profits. An Estonian resident individual must declare his/her proportionate share in the annual tax return.

Credit for foreign taxes

An Estonian resident individual is entitled to a tax credit for income tax paid by the CFC or withheld in proportion to the individual’s share (or voting power) in the CFC.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

The part of the profits that already have been taxed is tax exempt upon actual distribution.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

Although companies are not subject to the CFC rules in Estonia, they are subject to other rules. A 20% withholding tax is levied on service fees paid to a nonresident legal person located in a low tax territory, regardless of where the services were provided or used. This withholding obligation applies only to resident legal persons and to self-employed persons. In the case of service fees paid by individuals, a legal person located in a low tax territory should declare the relevant income in Estonia.

The following payments are nondeductible for corporate income tax purposes (immediate tax liability of 20/80 on the net payment):

- Acquisition of securities issued by a legal person located in a low tax territory, unless the securities meet the requirements in the Estonian Investment Funds Act;
- Acquisition of a holding in a legal person located in a low tax territory;
- Payment of a fine for delay or a contractual penalty, or extra-judicial compensation for damages to a legal person located in a low tax territory; and
- The grant of a loan or the making of an advance payment to a legal person located in a low tax territory, or the acquisition of a right of claim against such a person in any other manner.
Exemptions

A foreign entity will not be deemed to be located in a low tax territory if more than 50% of its annual income is derived from actual economic activities, or if the tax authorities of the low tax country provide information to the Estonian tax authorities on the income of the person under the control of the Estonian resident.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

Capital gains from the sale of a CFC generally are included in taxable income and taxed at the normal personal income tax rate.

Other features of CFC regime

None
General

The CFC regime is in Finland’s Act on the Taxation of Shareholders in Controlled Foreign Corporations (Statute No. 16.12.1994/1217).

The CFC rules apply where a foreign entity (a company, fund, trust, etc.) located in a low tax jurisdiction is controlled by Finnish residents. Under the rules, a Finnish resident may be subject to income tax on its share of the profits of a CFC, regardless of whether the CFC distributes the profits to its shareholders.

The scope of the regime extends to a permanent establishment (PE) of a foreign entity that is situated in a country other than the country in which the PE’s head office is situated if the income of the PE is not taxed in the head office country; in that case, the CFC regime applies as if the PE was an independent taxable entity. As a result of transition rules that applied until the end of 2014, the PE rules apply in full as from 1 January 2015.

When applicable

The following conditions must be satisfied for the CFC regime to apply:

- The foreign entity must be controlled by Finnish residents that have unlimited tax liability for Finnish income tax purposes (i.e. legal persons or individuals resident in Finland). One or more Finnish residents must hold together, directly or indirectly, at least 50% of the capital or voting rights of the foreign entity or otherwise be entitled to at least 50% of the profits of the foreign entity (the control requirement also is met if there is at least 50% Finnish control in each tier of the ownership chain of the foreign entity). The Finnish shareholder must hold, directly or indirectly, at least 25% of the capital of the CFC or, as a beneficiary, be entitled to at least 25% of the profits of the entity. Any holdings through associated persons of the taxpayer are taken into account in calculating this threshold. Fulfillment of the above thresholds is examined, and the applicability of the CFC regime is determined, based on the situation at the end of each tax year.
- The foreign entity must be subject to a tax in its country of residence that is lower than 3/5 of the corresponding Finnish tax. The Finnish corporate tax is 20% (in 2015), so the minimum effective tax should be 12% on the foreign entity’s income calculated according to Finnish GAAP and tax law. The basic idea is that the foreign taxes actually paid are compared to the tax that would have been due had the foreign entity been resident for Finnish tax purposes.

The Ministry of Finance has issued a grey list of countries that have a tax burden significantly lower than the burden in Finland and, therefore, companies in these jurisdictions do not qualify for the tax treaty exemption for application of the CFC regime (see below). The grey list countries are: Barbados, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Georgia, Kazakhstan,
Macedonia, Malaysia, Moldova, Montenegro, Serbia, Singapore, Switzerland, Tajikistan, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay and Uzbekistan.

**Type of income attributable and when included**

If the CFC regime is applicable, all types of income of the CFC are attributable on a pro rata basis. The income of the CFC is considered business income or other income based on the classification of the CFC shares for purposes of shareholder taxation (income from the CFC basically retains its original classification for purposes of shareholder taxation). The attributed income from the CFC must be declared annually in connection with the filing of the income tax return. A separate tax return form for CFC income must be submitted to the tax authorities.

**Credit for foreign taxes**

Foreign income taxes (i.e. generally only federal, not local taxes) actually paid by the CFC in its country of residence and to other countries may be credited against tax imposed under the CFC regime up to the amount of Finnish tax payable on the foreign-source income. Any unused credit may be carried forward and deducted in the following five tax years from the amount of tax imposed based on the same type and source of income derived from the foreign jurisdiction. Tax losses of a CFC may be carried forward for 10 years for Finnish tax purposes and utilized against CFC income.

**Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution**

If dividends are distributed on profits that have been taxed as CFC income in the hands of the dividend recipient in the same or five previous tax years, the dividends are exempt.

**Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules**

There are no other specific rules targeting investments in low tax jurisdictions, although general anti-avoidance rules may apply if the CFC regime is not applicable.

**Exemptions**

There are several exceptions to the application of the CFC regime:

- **Exempt activities**: The foreign company is engaged in its home country in activities listed as exempt activities, i.e. the income of the entity is derived mainly from (i) industrial, manufacturing or comparable production activities or from shipping activities and business is conducted in the foreign entity’s country of residence; or (ii) sales or marketing activities that support the industrial, manufacturing or comparable production activities or shipping activities, and the sales and marketing activities primarily are conducted in the state of residence of that company, and the activities directly serve a corporate entity engaged in activities that are not covered by the CFC regime.

- **Tax treaty exemption**: The country in which the CFC is resident has concluded a tax treaty with Finland that is applicable to the income generated by the entity; and the entity does not benefit from any special tax relief in its home country. The CFC regime can be applied, however, if the level of tax actually paid in a non-EU treaty country is substantially lower as compared to the corresponding Finnish tax on the income. The difference is substantial if the foreign tax is, on average, lower than 3/4 of the corresponding Finnish tax. As noted above, companies in grey list jurisdictions are not eligible for the treaty exemption.

- **Genuine economic substance**: The entity is resident in an EEA or a tax treaty country (except for jurisdictions on the grey list) with which Finland is able to exchange information on tax matters. The entity must actually be established in its residence state and carry on genuine and actual economic activities there. The following factors are taken into account in determining whether an entity carries on genuine and actual economic activities:
  - Whether the entity has at its disposal the premises and equipment necessary to carry on its activities;
  - Whether the entity’s personnel has sufficient authority to independently carry out the business of the company; and
  - Whether the entity’s staff makes independent decisions regarding the day-to-day business of the entity.

**Tax treatment on sale of CFC**

There are no specific rules regarding the sale of a CFC compared to the sale of other foreign
entities. Capital gains derived by a resident company from the sale of a CFC are subject to the standard corporate income tax rate unless the participation exemption applies.

Other features of CFC regime

None
France

General
France’s CFC regime is found in article 209-B of the Tax Code.

Under the CFC rules, a French entity is subject to French corporate income tax on profits of certain foreign entities that benefit from a beneficial tax regime. The profits of a legal entity (as opposed to a branch) will be treated as a deemed distribution paid to the French entity in proportion to its share, interest, voting rights or financial rights held directly or indirectly in the foreign entity. Profits generated by a foreign branch also are taxable in France as foreign income.

When applicable
Article 209-B applies to an entity subject to French corporate income tax, provided:

- It holds, directly or indirectly, more than 50% of the shares, voting rights or financial rights of a foreign legal entity or permanent establishment (PE). An anti-abuse provision reduces the participation threshold to 5% for each direct or indirect French shareholder where more than 50% of the shares in the foreign entity are owned by other French entities or entities that are considered nominees of the French shareholder; and
- The foreign entity benefits from a privileged tax regime, i.e. it is subject to an effective tax rate that is at least 50% lower than the rate in France (currently 33.33%).

France does not have a white or black list of countries for application of the CFC rules, and all types of enterprises and legal entities (not only branches and subsidiaries) satisfying the above conditions are included within the scope of the CFC rules, e.g. even nonprofit entities, such as trusts and associations.

Type of income attributable and when included
The income tax base of the foreign entity or branch is determined taking into account its entire profits for a particular year. There is no isolated taxation of only certain income (e.g. passive income) received by the foreign entity or PE. (However, profits generated by a legal entity subject to the CFC rules are taxed in France only in proportion to the shares held in the foreign entity by the French entity.)

Credit for foreign taxes
France allows a credit for the foreign tax due on the CFC’s income, provided the foreign tax is comparable to France’s corporate tax.

Where the CFC has paid withholding tax on passive income received from a third country not listed as a noncooperative jurisdiction that has concluded a tax treaty with France, a credit is available up to the withholding tax rate provided in the relevant treaty.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution
Dividends further distributed by the foreign subsidiary may be 95% exempt in the hands of the French company when the foreign subsidiary's income already has been taxed under France’s CFC rules and if the conditions to benefit from the French participation exemption regime are satisfied.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules
Specific rules target investments in noncooperative jurisdictions (a black list of jurisdictions is published annually by the French authorities). Under these rules, dividends, interest, royalties and payments for services made to companies located in a noncooperative country are subject to a 75% withholding tax. Dividends received from entities located in noncooperative countries and capital gains on the disposal of shares in companies located in a noncooperative country may not benefit from the participation exemption. The following jurisdictions are on the black list: Botswana, British Virgin Islands, Brunei, Guatemala, Marshall Islands, Montserrat, Nauru and Niue.
Exemptions

If the CFC is located in the EU, the CFC rules do not apply unless the French company's shareholding in the CFC is deemed to be an artificial arrangement designed to circumvent French tax legislation. If the CFC is outside the EU, the rules do not apply if the CFC demonstrates that its activities have a main effect other than allowing the localization of taxable income in a jurisdiction where it benefits from a privileged tax regime, i.e. if the CFC shows that it carries on industrial and commercial activities mainly in the jurisdiction in which it is located.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

Capital gains derived from the sale of a CFC may be 88% exempt (an amount equal to 12% of the gains will be subject to tax at the normal corporate income tax rate) if certain requirements are met. As noted above, gains derived by a company located in a noncooperative country will not be entitled to the exemption. (However, according to a recent decision issued by the Constitutional Court, the tax exemption on capital gains may apply if the company is able to demonstrate that the participation in a company located in a noncooperative country does not constitute tax fraud.)

Other features of CFC regime

None
Germany’s CFC legislation is found in sections 7-14 of the 1972 Foreign Tax Act (AStG), as updated by the Annual Tax Act 2010.

Under the AStG, certain profits considered passive income of a CFC that is resident in a low tax jurisdiction and controlled by German resident shareholders may be attributed proportionally to those shareholders and included in their taxable income.

In certain cases, taxpayers have the right to demonstrate that an EU/EEA resident CFC carries out genuine commercial activities and that the mutual assistance directive (or a comparable exchange of information agreement) applies. CFC income attribution should not apply if the taxpayer can demonstrate that these requirements are met.

Special exit taxation rules for transfers of functions out of Germany apply under the AStG.

The CFC rules apply if the following conditions are satisfied:

- A German resident taxpayer (i.e. an individual or a company that is subject to German unlimited tax liability) holds more than 50% of a foreign company (the threshold is reduced to 1% (or less) if the foreign company is engaged in the business of certain financial transactions);
- The foreign company receives “passive income”; and
- The passive income is subject to tax at an effective tax rate of less than 25%.

The definition of what constitutes “low taxation” for German CFC purposes was expanded in the Annual Tax Act 2010 to take into account tax credits and refunds at the shareholder level when determining whether the effective tax rate abroad falls below the 25% threshold. This change specifically targets taxpayers that earn passive income via corporate entities in Malta, because these entities previously were outside the scope of the German CFC rules as a result of certain features of the Maltese tax system.

Germany does not have a black or white list of countries.

Type of income attributable and when included

Section 8 of the AStG describes income sources that are not considered passive income. As a result, all income that is not specifically described as being active income automatically qualifies as passive income under the CFC rules. Active income includes income derived from the following:

- Profit distributions of corporations;
- The sale of shares to another corporation, as well as the dissolution or reduction of its capital;
- Trading and services (unless captive);
- Banking or insurance businesses (unless captive);
- The leasing of movable and immovable assets and licensing (only of self-developed intangibles);
- The taking on of debt and lending to a German business or to a foreign active business;
- Agriculture and forestry; and
- The exploitation of natural resources, energy generation, manufacturing and the processing of goods.

The most common types of income that qualify as passive income are the following:

- Income generated from the use of capital of the foreign resident company; and
- Income from intercompany deliveries and services, provided the structure of the foreign company is not sufficient for carrying out the deliveries or providing the services.

The attributed income is taxed at the level of the German shareholder, regardless of whether a dividend is distributed.
Income that is taxed under the CFC rules at the level of the German shareholder does not qualify for the 95% participation exemption for dividends to corporate shareholders (or 40% participation exemption for individual shareholders).

The income must be included in the taxable income of the German shareholder in the fiscal year following the fiscal year in which the income is earned by the foreign subsidiary.

Credit for foreign taxes
A tax credit is available for local country taxes when the income is taxed at the level of the German shareholder under the CFC rules.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution
Dividend distributions made by the foreign subsidiary to the German parent company are treated as follows:

- For individuals: Distributions are 100% tax-free if the income already was taxed at the level of the German shareholder under the CFC rules in the last seven years; and
- For corporate shareholders: Distributions are 95% tax-free (resulting in 5% double taxation).

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules
Other provisions in the AStG (e.g. sections 7 (3), 14 and 20 (2)) dealing with the treatment of partnerships, branches and indirect shareholdings in CFCs can apply.

Exemptions
The requirements for the application of the German CFC rules are narrow and described in detail in the AStG. The main exemptions apply for EU-resident companies, real estate investment trusts and certain investments.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC
There are no special rules for the calculation of income from the sale of a CFC. To the extent capital gains result from profits that were taxed under the CFC rules at the level of the German individual shareholder in the last seven years, the capital gains are treated as tax free at the level of the German shareholder. Capital gains from the sale of the shares in a CFC should be 95% tax-exempt for corporations under the participation exemption.

Other features of CFC regime
The income of a CFC must be calculated based on German tax accounting principles to determine whether the income qualifies as low-taxed income. Income attributable to the German shareholder under the CFC rules also must be calculated based on German tax accounting principles.

The Act to Combat Tax Fraud introduced additional reporting obligations and provisions that, in general, would lead to the nondeductibility of expenses in transactions with countries that do not apply information exchange according to the OECD standards. Increased information reporting requirements and the shifting of the burden of proof in certain cases have been introduced into the AStG.
General
The Income Tax Code (specifically, article 66 that applies as from 1 January 2014) introduced CFC rules in Greece.

Under the CFC rules, the undistributed income of a foreign legal entity will be considered the taxable income of a Greek resident that controls the foreign entity.

When applicable
The CFC rules will be triggered if all of the following requirements are met:

• The taxpayer holds, alone or together with related persons, directly or indirectly more than 50% of the capital, shares or voting rights of the foreign entity or is entitled to receive more than 50% of the profits of the foreign entity;

• The foreign entity is resident in a black-list country or in a non-EU country that has a preferential tax regime (for subsidiaries in EU countries with a preferential tax regime, as defined below, the CFC rules apply only if the structure is deemed wholly artificial).

The Ministry of Finance issues an annual list of countries that are on the black list. The list includes the following countries: Andorra, Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Aruba, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Brunei, Cayman Islands, Cook Islands, Costa Rica, Dominica, Gibraltar, Grenada, Guatemala, Guernsey, Hong Kong, Isle of Man, Jersey, Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Macedonia, Malaysia, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Monaco, Montserrat, Nauru, Netherlands Antilles, Niue, Panama, Philippines, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Samoa, Seychelles, Singapore, Turks and Caicos, US Virgin Islands, Uruguay and Vanuatu.

Countries with a preferential tax regime will be published annually by the Ministry of Finance, but the initial list has not yet been issued.

• More than 30% of the foreign entity’s net profits derive from passive income (such as dividends; interest; royalties; capital gains or income from real estate; insurance, banking and other financial activities, etc.) and at least 50% of the foreign entity’s relevant income derives from transactions with the Greek taxpayer or its related parties.

• The foreign entity is not a company whose principal class of shares is traded on a regulated stock market.

Type of income attributable and when included
The undistributed profits of the CFC will be taxed as business income in the hands of the Greek taxpayer (for legal entities, the rate will be 26%; for individuals, the rate will be 26% up to EUR 50,000 and 33% on the excess). Even though not specifically stipulated in the law, it appears that income will be deemed to be generated in the year in which the shareholder could have claimed the income had the profits been distributed.

Credit for foreign taxes
According to the Circular issued to communicate the CFC legislation, the taxpayer is entitled to a limited foreign tax credit for the tax paid in the country of residence of the CFC.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution
Income is deemed to be distributed and taxed in the hands of the Greek shareholder in the year in which the CFC has distributable profits available and they are not distributed to the shareholder. If there is an actual distribution in the future, such income will be exempt from tax in that year.
If the profits are never distributed, the income is taxed in the year in which the deemed distribution took place.

**Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules**

No, but the place of effective management rules may result in a foreign company being regarded as a de facto Greek company that is subject to Greek taxation if its effective management is carried out in Greece, rather than in the company’s country of establishment.

**Exemptions**

The CFC rules will not apply where the foreign legal entity/legal person is resident in an EU/EEA member state that has concluded a tax information exchange agreement with Greece that is equivalent to the exchange of information provisions in the EU administrative cooperation directive, unless the legal entity/legal person’s establishment or economic activity constitutes an artificial arrangement set up to avoid tax.

The CFC rules do not apply to shipping companies governed by Law 27/1975.

**Tax treatment on sale of CFC**

A sale of a CFC is treated as a sale of a participation; if the seller is a legal entity, the gain will be taxed at the prevailing 26% corporate income tax rate. If the seller is an individual, the gain will be subject to a 15% final capital gains tax.

**Other features of CFC regime**

None
General

The CFC rules are found in articles 4, 7, 8, 18 and 29/Q and Annex 3 of the Corporate Income Tax Law.

The CFC regime targets foreign companies that are ultimately owned by Hungarian tax resident individuals. Although the rules have become more complex, they generally are not relevant for non-Hungarian controlled groups (except in very limited situations). Thus, a group not controlled by Hungarian private individuals is likely to be eligible for all benefits that previously were limited (such as qualifying under the participation exemption rules or avoiding any income pick-up regardless of the location or residence of its affiliate).

When applicable

A nonresident entity is considered a CFC if a Hungarian resident individual holds, directly or indirectly, at least 10% of the shares of the foreign entity or the majority of its income is Hungarian-source income, and the foreign entity’s effective tax rate is less than 10% (in the case of losses, the domestic statutory tax rate should reach 10%).

Hungary has a white list of countries that are not considered low tax jurisdictions for purposes of the CFC rules (i.e. EU and OECD member states and countries that have concluded a tax treaty with Hungary) if the foreign entity has a real business presence in that country.

Type of income attributable and when included

The following items are taxed under the general rules applying to companies:

- Qualifying undistributed after-tax profits of directly owned CFCs;
- Dividends received (that otherwise would be exempt) from CFCs (unless already taxed as qualifying profits under the first bullet);
- Capital gains derived from CFCs that otherwise would be exempt under the Hungarian participation exemption if certain requirements are met, because the participation exemption does not apply to CFCs;
- Liquidation gains and gains realized on capital redemptions (unless already taxed as qualifying profits under the first bullet); and
- Consideration paid to a CFC, unless the company demonstrates that it was necessary for its business activities.

In addition, losses in the value of a CFC, foreign exchange losses and capital losses incurred in relation to a CFC are not recognized for corporate income tax purposes and expenditure incurred from the forgiveness of a declared but not yet paid dividend of a CFC is nondeductible. The tax base cannot be reduced based on transfer pricing principles (deemed expense) if the related party is a CFC.

Income is included in the fiscal year in which a directly-owned CFC realizes the income and does not distribute it. If the CFC distributes the profit in the year of realization, dividend income is taxable when it is accounted for purposes of Hungarian GAAP.

Credit for foreign taxes

No special provisions apply for CFCs.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

Dividends are tax exempt if the undistributed profits already were included in the company’s taxable income.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

None
Exemptions

The CFC regime does not apply if the Hungarian taxpayer is ultimately controlled by non-Hungarian tax residents and the majority of the foreign company's income does not derive from Hungary. The CFC rules also do not apply if the foreign entity is resident in a white list country and it has a real economic presence in that country.

A subsidiary of an entity listed for at least five years on a qualifying stock exchange should not be considered a CFC.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

There are no special rules that apply to gains derived from the sale of a CFC; such gains are included in ordinary income and taxed at the standard corporate tax rate. If the sale gives rise to a loss rather than a gain, the loss is not deductible from income.

Other features of CFC regime

None
General
The CFC regime is found in article 57 a) of the Iceland Income Tax Act (ITA) and in Regulation No. 1102/2013 that contains implementation rules.

Under the CFC regime, an Iceland resident entity that holds shares of a nonresident company will be taxed on the profits of the nonresident company regardless of whether profits of the nonresident entity have been distributed. The regime targets companies that primarily have financial earnings, such as holding companies and funds.

When applicable
The CFC regime is triggered when a taxable Iceland resident entity owns or controls, directly or indirectly (e.g. through another company), at least 50% of a company, fund or institution that is resident in a low tax jurisdiction, regardless of whether the profits of the company, fund or institution are distributed to the Iceland resident. The same applies if an Iceland resident controls a foreign company resident in a low tax jurisdiction if the Iceland resident benefits, directly or indirectly, from the company.

A low tax jurisdiction for purposes of the CFC rules is a country in which the company income tax rate is less than two-thirds of the Icelandic rate (currently 20%). As a result, a country with a company tax rate below 13.3% will be considered a low tax jurisdiction. In this context, it is not sufficient to compare only the current tax rate in the foreign country and in Iceland; it is necessary to calculate the tax the foreign entity should pay if it had full and unlimited tax liability in Iceland and compare the result with the income tax the entity is required to pay abroad.

The legal form of the foreign entity determines which Icelandic tax rules apply. Similar rules apply regarding capital gains from the sale of shares and dividends received, i.e. amounts deductible by the Icelandic entity related to such income also should be deductible when assessing the profits from the CFC entity. This is based on the fact that the CFC entity is deemed transparent for tax purposes.

Type of income attributable and when included
An entity resident in Iceland is required to pay income tax on the profits of a company, fund or institution domiciled in a low tax jurisdiction in proportion to its ownership share of the entity, without regard to whether profits have been distributed. The same applies for an Iceland entity that controls a company, fund, institution or a portfolio in a low tax jurisdiction from which the Iceland tax entity benefits, directly or indirectly. The income is taxable in the same way as if the operations were in Iceland, i.e. 20% for limited liability companies, 36% for unlimited liability companies and from 37.30% to 46.24% for individuals.

Losses are deductible against profits of the foreign entity only if the Iceland taxpayer can document the calculation of the losses to the satisfaction of the tax authorities.

Credit for foreign taxes
None

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution
To prevent double taxation, if a company, institution, fund or establishment pays dividends to an Icelandic taxable entity from profits previously taxed under the CFC regime, the dividends will not be regarded as taxable income, unless they are greater than the profits previously taxed under the regime.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules
In addition to the CFC regime, under the anti-avoidance rule in article 57 of the ITA, if an Iceland taxable entity negotiates its
transactions in a way that differs significantly from common practice in the relevant business sector, income that would have been attributed to another party in the absence of the contract constitutes income for the Iceland entity. Article 57 also provides that if a taxable Iceland entity purchases an asset for an abnormally high price or sells an asset for an abnormally low price, the tax authorities can assess a price that is deemed to be a normal or sale price. The difference between the purchase or sale price and the assessed value is regarded as taxable income for the beneficiary of such trade.

Under article 2(2) of the ITA, the Director of Internal Revenue can rule that a limited liability company or an unlimited liability company registered abroad is a resident in Iceland for tax purposes if its effective management is situated in Iceland. This article is not limited to low tax jurisdictions—it can apply to taxable entities in all other countries. Article 2(2) has a broader scope than the CFC regime and can apply to situations that do not fall within the scope of the regime.

**Exemptions**

The CFC regime does not apply if the CFC is resident in a country that has concluded a tax treaty or similar international treaty with Iceland and the treaty has an exchange of information provision and the income of the relevant entity is not comprised mainly of property income. The regime also does not apply where the CFC is established and listed in an EEA/European Free Trade Association (EFTA) member state or the Faroe Islands and carries on real operations there, and the Icelandic tax authorities can obtain all necessary information on the basis of a treaty. If there is no treaty, the taxable entity must submit the information.

**Tax treatment on sale of CFC**

Capital gains from the sale of shares of a company in a low tax jurisdiction are not deductible (in Iceland, a company can deduct capital gains from income if certain conditions are satisfied). The capital gains will be taxed as “other income,” i.e. at a rate of 20% for limited liability companies, 36% for partnerships and 37.32%-46.22% for individuals.

**Other features of CFC regime**

The CFC regime includes a disclosure component that applies to taxpayers with interests in foreign subsidiaries, who must report all commercial transactions relating to those subsidiaries; it also applies to auditors and legal advisors who are required to maintain lists of clients with such reportable interests that may be accessed by the tax authorities. In addition, financial companies must provide the tax authorities with information on business transactions of companies that have branches or subsidiaries in low tax countries.
General
Indonesia’s CFC rules are found in article 18(2) of Income Tax Law No. 7, as amended by Income Tax Law No. 36 and Minister of Finance Regulation No. PMK 256/PMK.03/2008. The implementing guidelines on reporting procedures for receipt of offshore dividends, tax calculation and the tax credit mechanism are governed under Directorate of General Taxation Regulation PER-59/PJ/2010.

Under the CFC rules, an Indonesian resident shareholder is taxed on dividends deemed to have been distributed by its CFC.

When applicable
A CFC is a foreign company in which an Indonesian resident company or individual holds at least 50% of the registered capital (either alone or together with other resident taxpayers). The CFC rules apply only to unlisted foreign companies.

Indonesia does not have a white or black list of countries.

Type of income attributable and when included
If the CFC rules apply, the Minister of Finance is authorized to determine when a dividend is deemed to be derived by the Indonesian resident shareholder if no dividends are declared. If no dividends are declared or derived from the offshore company, the resident taxpayer must calculate and report the deemed dividend in its tax return; otherwise, the Ministry of Finance may do so. The dividend is deemed to be derived either in the fourth month following the deadline for filing the tax return in the offshore country, or seven months after the offshore company’s tax year ends if the country does not have a specific tax filing deadline.

Credit for foreign taxes
Indonesia grants a tax credit for foreign taxes attributed to the CFC’s profits that are subject to Indonesian taxation.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution
The CFC calculation is based on the self-assessment system. If the amount of actual dividends is more than the reported deemed dividends, the taxpayer should report only the difference.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules
None

Exemptions
None

Tax treatment on sale of CFC
An Indonesian corporate resident shareholder must report gain on the sale of shares as ordinary taxable income. This taxable income should be combined with other income, and the total taxable income will be offset by deductible business expenses. The net profit is subject to corporate income tax at a 25% rate. An Indonesian individual tax resident shareholder must report gain on the sale of shares, subject to income tax at a maximum rate of 30%.

Other features of CFC regime
None
Israel’s CFC regime is found in section 75B of the Income Tax Ordinance (ITO). Changes to the CFC regime became effective in 2014.

Under the CFC rules, an Israeli resident that controls a foreign corporation that derives most of its income or profits from passive income is subject to tax on a pro rata portion of the foreign corporation’s undistributed passive profits, as if the profits were distributed as dividends (“deemed dividends”).

When applicable

The CFC rules are triggered where an Israeli resident holds at least 10% of the means of control of a CFC that has accumulated undistributed passive profits and is taxed at a rate lower than 15% in the CFC’s country of residence. In such a case, the Israeli resident is treated as if it had received its proportionate share of the CFC’s profits as dividend income, which is subject to tax in Israel at a rate of 26.5% in the hands of an Israeli individual, 25% in the hands of a cooperative or 30% in the hands of an Israeli company that is a “controlling shareholder.”

A foreign company will be treated as a CFC if all of the following conditions are satisfied:

The company is a nonresident;

The shares or rights of the company are not registered on a stock exchange, or less than 30% of the company’s shares are issued to the public (excluding the publicly issued shares owned by the controlling shareholder);

Most of the company’s income in the tax year is passive, or most of its profits are derived from passive income (as defined below);

The tax rate applicable to the passive income in the foreign country does not exceed 15%;

and

Israeli residents hold, directly or indirectly, more than 50% of one of the means of control, or more than 40% of one or more of the means of control are held by Israeli residents who, together with one or more “relatives,” hold more than 50% of one or more of the means of control.

The CFC regime does not apply to “new immigrants” or to “veteran returning residents” for 10 years from the date those individuals become Israeli residents for tax purposes.

Israel does not have a white or black list of countries.

Type of income attributable and when included

Most passive income generated by a CFC in the tax year (most of the profits it derives from passive income) is attributable to the Israeli controlling members. The term “passive income” is defined as income from dividends, interest, rent, royalties and gains on the sale of capital assets, provided this income is not classified as business income or professional income.

According to the revised rules that apply as from 1 January 2014, capital gains/income accrued from the sale of securities held by a CFC for more than one year is considered passive gains/income, even if the CFC trades securities as a business activity. Additionally, income from dividends taxed at a rate higher than 15% in the source state is excluded from the definition of passive income, provided the company that receives the dividend holds, directly or indirectly, at least 5% of the means of control of a publicly traded company traded outside of Israel, or at least 10% of the means of control of any other company.
Credit for foreign taxes

No credit for foreign taxes is allowed unless the CFC actually paid foreign taxes on prepaid income or tax was withheld from a dividend that actually was distributed (an "actual dividend," as opposed to a deemed dividend). If a CFC distributes an actual dividend, the ITO allows the amount of deemed dividends to be excluded from total dividend income (i.e. tax will be imposed on actual dividends minus deemed dividends), to avoid double taxation. This exclusion applies even if an expense has been deducted from or a loss has offset a deemed dividend in a prior year.

In cases of an actual dividend, where foreign tax was paid on the CFC's prepaid income (including withholding tax on an actual dividend paid), a tax credit is granted to the CFC's shareholders or, in certain cases, a refund is paid to the shareholders. The credit will be for the amount of tax paid by the CFC's shareholder in the CFC's country of residence, but is limited to the amount of tax paid by the shareholder in Israel. The credit will be adjusted according to the rate of the index increase from the end of the tax year in which the profits were attributed up to the date of the actual dividend payment.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

See under “Credit for foreign taxes,” above.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules:

Management and control: Under Israeli tax law, companies incorporated outside of Israel that are managed and controlled from Israel are considered Israeli residents for tax purposes and are subject to corporate tax (currently 26.5%) in Israel on their worldwide income. However, if a company incorporated outside Israel is managed from Israel by a new immigrant or by a returning resident, the company generally will be considered a non-Israeli resident company for 10 years from the date the manager becomes an Israeli resident for tax purposes.

Foreign occupational company (FOC): An FOC is a foreign resident body of persons of which, inter alia: (i) 75% or more of one or more of the means of control are directly or indirectly held by individual Israel residents; and (ii) most of the income or profits of the FOC during the tax year, other than equity profits and losses and changes in the value of securities, are derived from a “special occupation.”

Before the 2014 amendments, income and dividends distributed by an FOC were treated as if the FOC were managed and controlled in Israel, and the “foreign occupational income” was attributed to Israeli shareholders on a pro rata basis and, consequently, was subject to Israeli corporate tax at the applicable rate.

The revised rules adopt the same taxation rules that apply to a CFC. An Israeli resident will be treated as if it had received its proportionate share of the FOC’s foreign occupational income as dividend income (i.e. a deemed dividend), which is subject to corporate tax in Israel for a controlling shareholder at a rate of 26.5%.

In calculating the holding percentage of Israeli residents in an FOC, the holdings of a new immigrant or a senior returning resident are not taken into account.

Exemptions

Dividends received by a CFC that are distributed out of profits that were subject to tax at a rate exceeding 15% in a foreign jurisdiction do not fall within the scope of the CFC regime (provided the company that receives the dividend holds, directly or indirectly, at least 5% of the means of control of a publicly traded company traded outside of Israel, or at least 10% of the means of control of any other company). In such a case, taxation (at a rate of 25% for individual shareholders; 30% for individual controlling shareholders; and 26.5% for corporate shareholders) will arise only when the dividends actually are distributed by the CFC to Israeli shareholders.
Tax treatment on sale of CFC

If a controlling member sells some or all of its means of control in a CFC, it will be allowed to deduct from the consideration received an amount equal to the amount of deemed dividends (in respect of the means of control that are being sold) that have not been distributed as actual dividends before the date of the sale. The amount of deemed dividends attributed to the CFC’s shareholders in prior tax years will be adjusted according to the rate of the index increase from the end of the tax year in which the dividends were deemed to be paid until the date of sale of the means of control. The ITA allows the full amount of the deemed dividends to offset the consideration, even if an expense has been deducted from or a loss has offset a deemed dividend in a prior year.

Other features of CFC regime

For purposes of calculating a CFC’s income/taxable income/revenue, a distinction is made between a contracting state (i.e. a jurisdiction that has entered into a tax treaty or similar arrangement with Israel) and a noncontracting state.

- For a contracting state, the calculation generally is made according to the tax law of the contracting state. The result is adjusted to include (i) any dividends or capital income (even if exempt or not counted as taxable income in the contracting state), and (ii) any amounts deducted that are not deductible under the applicable GAAP rules.
- For a noncontracting state, the calculation generally is made according to the ITO.
General

Italy's CFC rules are contained in articles 167 (controlled companies) and 168 (related companies) of the Income Tax Code. Changes were made to the CFC rules effective 1 January 2015 and, on 1 April 2015, the government issued a new black list that applies for purposes of the CFC rules.

The CFC rules require the inclusion of the profits of a nonresident entity as income in the hands of a controlling Italian resident where the nonresident is located in a listed low tax jurisdiction, or where the nonresident entity is not located in a low tax jurisdiction but certain conditions are fulfilled. The income of the CFC is attributed to the Italian resident in proportion to its participation in the CFC, and the profits of the CFC are taxed in the hands of the Italian resident at its average tax rate.

Under the revised rules, a low tax jurisdiction for CFC purposes is a jurisdiction whose level of taxation is lower than 50% of the rate in Italy; a “privileged tax regime” is a special tax regime that allows a level of taxation lower than 50% of the Italian rate.

When applicable

The regime attributes profits of a nonresident entity to an Italian resident where the resident controls, directly or indirectly, more than 50% of the nonresident entity and the nonresident entity is resident in a listed low tax jurisdiction. In addition, the CFC rules apply to “related entities,” i.e. entities in which the Italian resident holds, directly or indirectly, a profit entitlement exceeding 20% (10% in the case of listed companies).

The CFC rules also apply where the nonresident entity is resident in a country that is not listed as a low tax jurisdiction if both of the following conditions are satisfied:

- The nonresident entity is subject to an effective tax rate (ETR) lower than 50% of the Italian ETR; and
- More than 50% of the nonresident entity's income is passive income derived from the management, holding or investment in securities, participations, receivables or other financial investments; the disposition or exploitation of intangibles relating to industrial, artistic or literary rights; or services (including financial services) provided to entities belonging to the same group.

The new rules that apply as from 2015 introduced criteria under which a country will be considered to have a privileged tax regime if the country has: (i) a level of taxation lower than 50% of the Italian tax rate; or (ii) a level of taxation technically higher than 50% of the Italian tax rate, but that effectively is substantially lower than this threshold due to the application of special regimes.

As noted above, the black list of jurisdictions for the application of the CFC regime recently was amended, primarily to exclude countries that have a concluded an exchange of information agreement with Italy and that have a level of taxation that is not lower than 50% of the level of tax imposed in Italy. Malaysia, the Philippines and Singapore have been removed from the list of low tax jurisdictions and the section of the black list has been repealed that contained jurisdictions that were not considered low tax jurisdictions per se, but that, as a result of specific offshore legislation or other tax incentives, were considered tax havens with regard to specified low-tax activities.

The following jurisdictions are included on the black list: Andorra, Bahamas, Bahrain (except for companies in the oil and gas sector), Barbados, Barbuda, British Virgin Islands, Brunei, Cook Islands, Djibouti, French Polynesia, Grenada, Guatemala, Hong Kong, Kiribati, Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Macao, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Monaco (except for companies that earn more than 25% of their turnover outside Monaco), Nauru, Netherlands Antilles, New Caledonia, Niue, Oman, Samoa, Sark, Seychelles, Solomon Islands, St. Helena, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Tonga, Tuvalu, US Virgin Islands and Vanuatu.
Type of income attributable and when included

All income of the CFC is attributable in proportion to the Italian resident’s participation in the foreign entity. Where an Italian resident directly or indirectly controls a CFC, the income is subject to separate taxation at the Italian resident’s average income tax rate (subject to a minimum rate of 27%). The CFC income is determined by applying the Italian tax rules to the statutory result. If the Italian resident holds more than 20% (10% if the company is a listed company), without controlling the foreign company, the income is the higher of the local foreign country statutory pretax income or the presumptive income based on the following asset categories: 1% of financial instruments and receivables, 4% of real estate and 15% of other fixed assets. The regional tax on productive activities (IRAP) is not levied on foreign income.

The attributed income is included in the taxable income of the Italian taxpayer for the tax year during which the foreign entity’s tax year ends.

Credit for foreign taxes

A foreign tax credit is available for income tax paid by the CFC. The credit is limited to the amount of Italian tax corresponding to the foreign income.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

Dividends paid by the foreign entity to the Italian taxpayer are tax exempt, up to the amount of income previously attributed. Additionally, a tax credit for the income tax paid in the CFC’s country is deductible from the Italian income tax on the attributed income.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

There are no specific rules, but the Italian CFC rules apply to both corporate and noncorporate entities.

Exemptions

A ruling may be requested from the tax authorities to avoid application of the CFC regime when the resident controlling entity can demonstrate that:

- The CFC effectively carries on actual industrial or commercial activities as its main business activities on the market of the listed jurisdiction in which it is established. This condition is satisfied for banks and other financial and insurance institutions if most of the financial sources, use of funds or income originates in the local market. The business test is not applicable if most of the CFC income (i.e. more than 50%) is passive income derived from the management, holding or investment in securities, participations, receivables or other financial investments; the disposition or exploitation of intangibles relating to industrial, artistic or literary rights; or services (including financial services) provided to entities belonging to the same group; or
- Its participation in the CFC does not result in allocating income to the entity in the listed jurisdiction ("effective tax test").

The rules for entities in non-black list jurisdictions do not apply if the resident entity obtains a ruling from the Italian tax authorities stating that the CFC does not constitute an artificial structure aimed at obtaining improper tax benefits.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

Capital gains/losses on the sale of a participation in a CFC are calculated as the difference between the sales price and the tax base of the participation. The tax base of the participation is increased by the CFC’s attributed income, and decreased by dividends received from the CFC. The capital gain/loss is included in the ordinary taxable base of the Italian taxpayer. The participation exemption (i.e. the 95% exemption for capital gains derived by corporations, and the 50.28% exemption for gains of individuals on substantial participations) may apply if all participation exemption requirements are met, but only if the taxpayer has obtained an advance tax ruling that states that the CFC rules do not apply based on the effective tax test.

Other features of CFC regime

The CFC rules also apply where the controlled entity is resident in a non-black list country, to the extent that it has a branch in a black list country.
General

The CFC rules are found in the Special Taxation Measures Law, articles 66-6 through 66-9 (for corporate taxpayers) and articles 40-4 through 40-6 (for individual taxpayers).

The CFC rules limit deferral of taxation of income earned by a CFC. If the CFC has profits in any fiscal year, each Japanese resident individual or Japanese company that (together with its associated persons) owns, directly or indirectly, 10% or more of the outstanding shares (or voting shares or dividend rights, if any) of the CFC (a “Japanese 10% shareholder”) is required to report its pro rata share of the taxable profits of the CFC.

The discussion in the sections below focuses mainly on the CFC rules that are applicable to corporate taxpayers.

When applicable

A non-Japanese corporation is a CFC if both of the following tests are met:

- The non-Japanese company is more than 50% controlled, directly or indirectly, by Japanese shareholders (i.e. Japanese resident individuals and/or Japanese companies). A CFC is considered “controlled” by Japanese shareholders if Japanese shareholders own (directly or indirectly) more than 50% of the outstanding shares, the voting shares or the dividend rights; and
- There are no income taxes in the country in which the CFC is located or the effective tax rate of the CFC is “less than 20%” (for fiscal periods beginning on or after 1 April 2015). The ETR is calculated by making some adjustments to the local tax rate and is computed for each fiscal year.

Japan does not have a white or black list of countries.

Type of income attributable and when included

When a company is classified as a CFC, a Japanese 10% shareholder generally is taxed on all of the taxable profits of the CFC on a pro rata basis corresponding to its shareholding. Taxable profits may be calculated either using Japanese domestic company computational rules or the local country method of computing taxable profits, with some adjustments.

Dividends received from holdings of 25% or more in qualifying foreign companies, held for at least six months immediately before the date the payment obligation for the dividend is determined, may be excluded from the CFC attributable income calculation.

The taxable profits of the CFC are included in the taxable income of the Japanese 10% shareholder on the last day of the two-month period after the fiscal year end of the CFC.

If the CFC satisfies the exemption rules (see “Exemptions” below), only certain passive income (e.g. dividends, interest, royalties and capital gains) is subject to CFC taxation.

Credit for foreign taxes

A foreign tax credit is available for foreign taxes suffered by the CFC.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

Dividends paid by a CFC are not included in the taxable income of a recipient Japanese 10% shareholder to the extent that shareholder already has been subject to tax on such dividends under the CFC rules.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

There are anti-corporate inversion rules in the Special Taxation Measures Law, articles 66-9-
2 through 66-9-5 (for corporate taxpayers) and articles 40-7 through 40-9 (for individual taxpayers) designed to prevent a Japanese company from switching to a subsidiary of an offshore company to take advantage of foreign tax benefits.

**Exemptions**

All of the following four conditions must be satisfied for the exemption to apply:

- **Active business test**: The main business of the company is not the holding of shares or debt securities (although certain regional headquarters companies may be treated as satisfying the active business test even if their main business is the holding of shares); the licensing of intellectual property rights, know-how or copyrights; or the leasing of vessels or aircraft;

- **Substance test**: The company has a fixed place of business in the foreign country in which its head office is located;

- **Local management and control test**: The company manages, controls and operates its business in the country where the head office is located; and

- **Unrelated party transaction test or local business test**: Under the unrelated party transaction test, the main business of the company is that of wholesale, banking, trust company, securities, insurance, shipping or air freight, and more than 50% of its business is conducted with unrelated parties (transactions between regional headquarters companies and their subsidiaries are included in transactions with unrelated parties for purposes of this test). If the main business is not of a type listed for the unrelated party transaction test, then, per the local business test, the company must conduct its business mainly in the country in which its headquarters is located.

**Tax treatment on sale of CFC**

Any gain on the sale of shares in a CFC is fully taxable (as with the sale of shares in a non-CFC foreign company). There is, therefore, a potential risk that undistributed profits of a CFC are taxed twice: once on inclusion in the sale price and once when originally earned.

**Other features of CFC regime**

None
General
The CFC rules are found in article 17 of the International Tax Coordination Law (ITCL).

The CFC rules require the current taxation of profits of companies located in a low tax jurisdiction.

The distributable retained earnings derived by a foreign corporation resident in a low tax jurisdiction are deemed to be distributed to a Korean resident shareholder that holds, directly or indirectly, at least 10% of the foreign corporation.

When applicable
The CFC rules apply when a Korean resident (corporate or individual) owns, directly or indirectly, 10% or more of a foreign company and the foreign company’s average effective income tax rate for the most recent three consecutive years is 15% or less.

Type of income attributable and when included
All income is attributable under the CFC rules. If the rules apply, a Korean parent company is deemed to have received dividends from the CFC equal to the amount of deemed distributable earnings multiplied by the shareholding ratio. That is, a Korean parent company is subject to tax in Korea on the earnings of the CFC, even though there has been no actual distribution from the CFC. The deemed dividend amount is basically the total distributable retained earnings, adjusted by previous deemed dividend amounts taxed to the Korean parent company, mandatory reserves, share valuation gain/loss, etc. The CFC income will be included in the taxable income of the Korean parent company in the tax year to which the 60th day from the CFC’s fiscal year end belongs.

Credit for foreign taxes
A tax credit is available to the Korean parent company for foreign tax paid in the country of the CFC. However, the amount of the credit is limited to the lower of the foreign taxes actually paid and the additional tax in Korea resulting from the inclusion of the foreign income. Unused credits may be carried forward for up to five years. The Korean parent company may claim the credit by filing an amended return for the tax year in which the deemed dividend income was previously taxed.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution
Actual dividend income distributed from a CFC is treated as nontaxable income to the extent of total deemed dividend income previously taxed to the Korean parent company.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules
None

Exemptions
There are two exceptions to the CFC rules: (1) the “active business operations” exception; and (2) the “same region holding company” exception. The rules are complex and subject to uncertainty due to a lack of precedent, rulings or detailed guidance on their scope. Under the active business operations exception, the CFC rules do not apply when the CFC has an office, a store, factory or other fixed facility in the foreign country through which it actually conducts its business operations. (It should be noted that there are more exceptions to this exception.) Under the same region holding company exception, the CFC rules do not apply when the CFC is a qualified holding company that satisfies the following conditions:

- The CFC holds shares in “qualified subsidiaries” for six months or longer as of the ex-dividend date; and
Dividends and interest from qualified subsidiaries located in the same region or country (e.g. EU and China/Hong Kong) where the CFC is located account for 90% of income (exclusive of income from the “active business operations” and capital gains from disposal of shares in the qualified subsidiaries) of the CFC.

Foreign subsidiaries can be treated as “qualified subsidiaries” if the following conditions are satisfied: (1) the CFC owns 40% or more of the foreign subsidiaries; and (2) the foreign subsidiaries are not subject to the CFC rules.

**Tax treatment on sale of CFC**

Capital gains derived by a Korean parent company from the transfer of a CFC are included in the book income of the Korean parent and reported to the Korean district tax office as part of its corporate income tax return. Such capital gains are not separately taxed; they are subject to the Korean corporate income tax rate at the normal progressive rate maximum (currently 24.2% (including local income tax)). In calculating the capital gains, deemed dividend income previously taxed may be allowed to reduce the amount of capital gain.

**Other features of CFC regime**

The effective tax rate is calculated by \( \frac{a}{b} \) where: (a) is the sum of tax actually paid for the most recent three years (including tax actually paid on income of the CFC in other countries besides the country where the CFC is resident); and (b) is the sum of “income before tax” for the most recent three years (if the company is in a loss position for any specific year, the “income before tax” for that year will be deemed to be zero for purposes of the ETR calculation).
General
The CFC provisions are found in the Law on Corporate Income Tax (No. IX-675 of 20 December 2001). The white list and the black list issued by the Minister of Finance were approved in Order No. 24 of 24 January 2002 and Order No. 344 of 22 December 2001, respectively.

When applicable
The CFC rules generally apply when a Lithuanian resident entity/individual:

- Holds, directly or indirectly, more than 50% of the shares (interests, member shares) in the controlled entity or other rights to a portion of distributable profits or preemptive rights to the acquisition thereof; or
- Together with related persons holds more than 50% of the shares (interests, member shares) in the controlled entity or other rights to a portion of distributable profits or preemptive rights to the acquisition thereof, and the portion controlled by the controlling entity/individual accounts for at least 10% of the shares (interests, member shares) or other rights to a portion of distributable profits or preemptive rights to the acquisition thereof; and
- Exercises control of the foreign entity on the last day of the tax period.

Application of the rules to attribute the income of a controlled foreign entity to the Lithuanian controlling entity/individual is based on a combination of location and form of business. The rules target certain forms of business where the entity is subject to a special favorable tax regime identified by the Ministry of Finance. The rules apply as follows:

- Income is to be attributed if the controlled entity is registered or otherwise organized in a country on a white list or black list, but is subject to corporate income tax (or analogous tax) at a rate less than 75% of the 15% Lithuanian corporate income tax rate; or
- Income is to be attributed, regardless of the business form, if the controlled entity is registered or otherwise organized in a black list country, i.e. a low tax jurisdiction.

The white list designates countries that are excluded from the application of the CFC regime if the entity is not organized under one of the targeted business forms. White list countries are: Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Kazakhstan, Korea, Latvia, Luxembourg, Malta, Mexico, Moldova, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, the UK, the US and Uzbekistan.

The black list of low tax jurisdictions is as follows: Alderney, Andorra, Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Aruba, Azores, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Brunei, Cayman Islands, Cook Islands, Costa Rica, Djibouti, Dominica, Ecuador, Gibraltar, Grenada, Guatemala, Guernsey, Hong Kong, Isle of Man, Jamaica, Jersey, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Macao, Madeira, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Monaco, Montserrat, Nauru, Netherlands Antilles, New Caledonia, Niue, Panama, St. Helena, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Pierre and Miquelon, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Samoa, San Marino, Sark, Seychelles, Tahiti, Tonga, Turks and Caicos, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay, US Virgin Islands, Vanuatu and Venezuela.

Type of income attributable and when included
The positive income of a CFC is attributed to a Lithuanian controlling entity/individual on a pro
rata basis. Positive income includes income received by a controlled entity to which the CFC rules apply in proportion to the number of shares of the controlled entity held by the Lithuanian entity/individual. Positive income does not include:

- Active income, if certain conditions are satisfied;
- Income received by the controlled entity from the controlling Lithuanian entity/individual, which is treated as nondeductible for tax purposes; and
- Calculated distributable dividends that are not paid out to the controlling Lithuanian entity/individual (also subject to certain conditions).

The calculated amount of positive income is converted into Lithuanian Litas and included in the taxable base of the Lithuanian entity/person in proportion to the shareholding.

Income is attributed annually, with the controlling entity’s tax period deemed to be the calendar year. If the tax period of a controlled entity is different or is not established, the tax period of a controlled entity will coincide with the controlling entity’s tax period.

**Credit for foreign taxes**

Corporate income tax or equivalent tax paid on a CFC’s income that is attributed to the controlling Lithuanian entity’s income may be credited against Lithuanian tax, up to the Lithuanian tax on the income. A controlling Lithuanian entity/resident individual may reduce the amount of tax payable on positive income by the amount of corporate income tax or corresponding tax paid in a foreign country on such income, if such income was taxed as positive income of the entity in the foreign country in accordance with its legislation. However, this provision applies only if the tax on positive income was paid in a country with which Lithuania has concluded a tax treaty (i.e. tax treaty countries and EU member states for individuals). Certain deduction rules and limits apply with respect to the calculation. The carryforward of excess credits is not allowed.

**Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution**

Dividends received from the controlled foreign entity are nontaxable if income, based on which dividends are being paid, was attributed to positive income of the controlling entity (and taxed accordingly) in the tax period preceding the tax period when dividends are paid. The nontaxable amount of dividends is limited to the amount of positive income attributed in a previous tax period.

**Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules**

The corporate and personal income tax laws include a number of provisions regarding payments made to or received from low tax jurisdictions (i.e. countries on the black list).

**Exemptions**

The CFC provisions do not apply if:

- The income of the foreign entity comprises only payments made by the controlling entity/individual that are deemed to be nondeductible for tax purposes; or
- The income of the foreign entity comprises less than 5% of the income of the controlling entity.

**Tax treatment on sale of CFC**

There is no special treatment for gains derived from the sale of a CFC; such gains are treated as normal income subject to the corporate or personal income tax rate, as applicable.

**Other features of CFC regime**

None
General

Mexico’s CFC regime is found in Title VI of the Income Tax Law.

Mexican residents and nonresidents that have permanent establishments (PEs) in Mexico must pay tax on income obtained through certain foreign entities that are subject to a preferential tax regime.

When applicable

Income is attributed to a Mexican tax resident or a nonresident with a PE in Mexico from a “controlled” entity where more than 20% of the controlled entity’s income represented by passive income and taxed locally at a rate less than 75% of Mexico’s statutory rate (30%, thus providing for a 22.5% rate threshold).

Reporting rules apply when the foreign entity is established in a jurisdiction identified on a black list. Passive income (e.g. dividends, interest, royalties, capital gains, commissions, etc.) derived, directly or indirectly, by a Mexican resident through a branch, entity or other legal entity located in a preferential tax regime are subject to tax in Mexico in the year in which the income is derived. Specific rules apply that permit the nontaxation of active income in certain cases.

Unless demonstrated otherwise, a taxpayer is presumed to control foreign legal vehicles or entities that generate income if such income is subject to preferential tax treatment. Effective control is based on the average daily participation of the taxpayer and its related and “linked” parties, regardless of whether they are domestic or foreign.

The following jurisdictions are on the black list: Albania, American Samoa; Andorra, Angola; Anguilla; Antigua and Barbuda; Aruba; Ascension; Azores; Bahamas; Bahrain; Barbados; Belize; Bermuda; British Virgin Islands; Brunei; Campione d’Italia; Canary Islands; Cape Verde; Cayman Islands; Channel Islands; Christmas Island; Cocos (Keeling) Islands; Cook Islands; Costa Rica; Cyprus; Djibouti; Dominica; Falkland Islands; French Polynesia; Greenland; Gibraltar; Grenada; Guam; Guyana; Honduras; Hong Kong; Isle of Man; Jordan; Kiribati; Kuwait; Labuan; Liberia; Liechtenstein; Macau; Madeira; Maldives; Malta; Marshall Islands; Mauritius; Monaco; Montserrat; Netherlands Antilles; Nauru; Niue; Norfolk Island; Oman; Ostrava free zone; Palau; Panama; Pitcairn Island; Puerto Rico; Qatar; Qeshm Island; San Marino; Seychelles; Solomon Islands; Sri Lanka; St. Helena; St. Kitts and Nevis; St. Lucia; St. Pierre and Miquelon; St. Vincent and the Grenadines; Svalbard archipelago; Swaziland; Trieste; Tristan da Cunha; Trinidad and Tobago; Tokelau; Tonga; Tunisia; Turks and Caicos; Tuvalu; United Arab Emirates; Uruguay; US Virgin Islands; Vanuatu; Western Samoa; and Yemen.

Type of income attributable and when included

All income from a CFC must be attributed, and thus taxable in Mexico to the resident, if the rate threshold is exceeded and more than 20% of the CFC’s income is passive.
CFC income must be computed separately in the year in which the income is generated and must be reported with the Mexican resident’s annual income tax return.

Credit for foreign taxes

A foreign tax credit is available if the taxpayer can demonstrate that the tax was paid abroad by the foreign entity or legal vehicle. The credit is applied according to the taxpayer’s proportionate share in the income of the entity or vehicle. Additionally, if the foreign legal entity or vehicle has Mexican-source income that is subject to withholding by the Mexican payer, the controlling taxpayer can credit the withholding tax against the recognition in Mexico of the foreign legal vehicle or entity’s income. The credit is limited to an amount obtained by applying Mexico’s statutory rate (30%) to the income taxed.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

A credit system ensures that attributed income is not taxed again when distributed as profits (e.g. dividends) and a credit is available for income taxes paid in the country in which the CFC is resident.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

None

Exemptions

An exemption applies for royalties paid for the use of, or a license to use, a patent or industrial secrets, provided the following requirements are met:

- The intangibles are created and developed in the country in which the foreign legal entity or vehicle that owns them is located or resident. This requirement does not apply if the intangibles were acquired by the foreign legal vehicle or entity at prices or for amounts that would have been used by independent parties in comparable transactions.
- The royalties paid do not generate a deduction for a Mexican resident.
- The payment of royalties received by the foreign legal vehicle or entity complies with Mexico’s transfer pricing rules.
- The accounting records of the foreign legal entity or vehicle are available to the tax authorities and an information return is filed within the required deadline.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

Income from the sale of an interest in a CFC generally is taxable on a net basis at a rate of 30% (i.e. the corporate income tax rate).

Other features of CFC regime

Payments to a CFC generally are subject to a 40% withholding tax. Additionally, while Mexico moved from relying exclusively on a black list to using the rate threshold, the list still applies and taxpayers are required to provide information on investments in entities located in countries on the black list. (Also, most countries on the list are likely to fail the rate test.)

Taxpayers earning income from a “preferential tax regime” must file an annual information return in February, as must taxpayers generating income from a jurisdiction on the black list and those that conduct transactions through fiscally transparent foreign legal vehicles or entities.
General
The rules for New Zealand’s CFC regime are predominantly contained in subparts CQ, DN and EX of the Income Tax Act 2007 (ITA).

New Zealand’s CFC rules encompass an active income exemption, a limited exemption for certain Australian CFCs, a foreign dividend exemption and a comprehensive interest allocation regime. Broadly, a New Zealand resident with an income interest of 10% or more in a CFC has attributed CFC income from that CFC where the active business test is not met or the Australian exemption is not available. Only certain types of income (generally passive income) derived by the CFC are attributed. Deductions are allowed for related expenditure.

When applicable
A New Zealand resident person with an income interest of 10% or more in a CFC is subject to the CFC rules.

A foreign company will be a CFC if a group of five or fewer New Zealand residents has a control interest of over 50% in the company or, in certain circumstances, where a single New Zealand resident has a control interest of 40% or more or where there is a group of five or fewer New Zealand residents who effectively control the company’s affairs.

Type of income attributable and when included
Attributable income broadly includes passive income such as dividends (although generally only where deductible or where related to fixed rate equity or certain portfolio interests), interest (including foreign exchange gains on financial arrangements), rent and royalties, but there are a number of available exemptions. Deductions also are available for expenses incurred in deriving attributable income.

No attribution is required if the CFC passes the active business test, i.e. broadly, if it has passive income that is less than 5% of its total income. These amounts are determined based on prescriptive terms and, subject to certain criteria, are measured using either financial accounting or tax measures of income. An exemption also is available for certain Australian CFCs.

Credit for foreign taxes
A person that has attributed CFC income for an income year generally is allowed a tax credit for income tax and foreign income tax paid in relation to that income by the person or by the CFC. Surplus credits may be carried forward (subject to shareholder continuity requirements) or transferred within the same wholly owned group (subject in both cases to jurisdictional ring-fencing). Transitional rules provide for the utilization of tax credits carried forward under the old branch equivalent rules that applied for income years commencing before 1 July 2009.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution
Most foreign dividends received by a New Zealand resident company are exempt. However, dividends that are tax-deductible for the foreign company and dividends on fixed rate shares are subject to tax.

Dividends received by a New Zealand resident individual are taxable, but a tax credit mechanism operates that generally eliminates any double taxation.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules
Foreign investment fund (FIF) rules apply in relation to investments in foreign entities where the control and income interests of the New Zealand resident shareholders are less than the CFC thresholds.
Different methods are available to calculate attributable FIF income, depending on whether the investor has a portfolio (less than 10%) or a nonportfolio (between 10% and 50%) interest in the FIF.

The active income exemption for CFCs applies to nonportfolio FIFs for income years beginning on or after 1 July 2011. Investors with interests in nonportfolio FIFs and who meet certain criteria may elect to use the "attributable FIF income method" that broadly applies the CFC rules to the FIF, but with specific modifications. Generally, no FIF income will be attributed if the FIF passes the active business test (as modified for nonportfolio FIFs).

Other calculation methods are available where investors have portfolio FIF interests or nonportfolio FIF interests that do not qualify for the attributable FIF income method, or where investors choose not to apply the attributable FIF income method. The default methods in these situations generally attribute income based on a 5% deemed return.

There also are a number of exemptions within the FIF regime that investors should consider.

**Exemptions**

No attribution is required if the CFC passes the active business test, i.e. if it has "attributable income" that is less than 5% of its "total income" (see above).

Another limited exemption applies if the CFC is resident in Australia, is subject to tax in Australia and meets certain other criteria.

Various other exemptions exist for certain types of passive income, including same-jurisdiction exemptions that apply in some cases. There are some more restrictive exemptions for certain royalties and rents.

**Tax treatment on sale of CFC**

As a general rule, the sale of shares in a CFC is not taxed because New Zealand does not have a capital gains tax regime. In certain circumstances (such as where a CFC is acquired for the purposes of disposal), income derived from the sale of the shares may be taxable and the cost of acquiring the shares is deductible in this case.

**Interest allocation rules**

Interest allocation rules apply in conjunction with the CFC regime to prevent an excessive amount of debt from being allocated against the New Zealand tax base. The rules encompass safe harbor thresholds below which no limitation applies, i.e. where the New Zealand group debt percentage (ignoring investments in foreign equity) is below 60% (or 75% for New Zealand controlled entities with outbound investments) and is below 110% of the worldwide percentage.

A New Zealand controlled entity with outbound investments typically would not be subject to the rules unless the New Zealand group assets are less than 90% of the worldwide group assets. In addition, there is an adjustment mechanism for such entities with finance costs of less than NZD 2 million that provides some relief from these rules.

The interest allocation rules also apply to taxpayers that hold interests in nonportfolio FIFs and that use the attributable FIF income method or are subject to the Australian exemption.

The distribution of CFC income through New Zealand to nonresident shareholders generally should be subject to New Zealand dividend withholding tax unless the dividend is fully imputed with New Zealand imputation credits (subject to certain criteria) or a double tax agreement provides full relief.
General

Norway's CFC legislation is found in the Tax Act, sections 10-60 to 10-68.

If the CFC rules apply, all income of a taxable nature (under Norway's tax law) is included and the income is subject to tax in the hands of the Norwegian shareholders as if a relevant controlled foreign entity were a Norwegian taxable entity.

When applicable

The CFC rules apply if at least 50% of the shares in a foreign corporation (and certain other entities) are held or controlled, directly or indirectly, by Norwegian resident taxpayers and the foreign corporation, in effect, is subject to less than two-thirds of the applicable Norwegian tax that would have applied on the same income had the corporation been Norwegian. The CFC rules also apply to other legal entities that are nontransparent from a Norwegian perspective but Norwegian tax residents still control the entity (e.g. family trusts).

As a rule, the 50% threshold must be met at both the beginning and end of the fiscal year. However, if Norwegian tax residents own or control at least 60% of a corporation at year end, the owners are caught by the CFC rules regardless of their ownership or control at the beginning of the year.

Norway has black and white lists setting out countries that are considered low tax countries with respect to the CFC rules and countries that are not low tax countries, respectively. The following countries are included on the black list: Andorra, Anguilla, Bahamas, Bahrain (except companies that are taxable on activities in the oil sector), Bermuda, BES Islands, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Channel Islands, Hong Kong, Isle of Man, Kosovo, Liberia, Macao, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Micronesia, Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro, Nauru, Oman, Palau, Paraguay, San Barthélemy, Serbia St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Vincent and Grenadines, United Arab Emirates, US Virgin Islands, Uzbekistan and Vanuatu. The following countries are included on the white list (i.e. not low tax countries): Australia, Canada, Chile, China, India, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa and the US. The white list does not provide blanket protection for potential CFCs. If a corporation resident in a white list jurisdiction primarily has income consisting of dividends and capital gains from a low tax jurisdiction and such income is exempt from tax in the white list jurisdiction, the corporation still may be deemed to be resident in a low tax jurisdiction. Further, CFC rules may apply to foreign entities in white list countries that are subject to tax incentive regimes.

Type of income attributable and when included

All income of a taxable nature (as determined according to Norwegian tax law) is included if the foreign corporation is considered a CFC. The income is subject to tax in the hands of the shareholders as if the foreign entity were a Norwegian taxable entity (i.e. in accordance with the Tax Act).

The income is taxable in the hands of shareholders, or those who directly or indirectly control the entity at year end, regardless of when the Norwegian tax resident became a shareholder during the year. If, for example, a corporation resident in the Bahamas became 70% owned by Norwegian tax residents on 10 December in a given year, 70% of the profits fixed according to Norwegian tax law for the entire year will be taxed in the hands of those Norwegian shareholders if they are still shareholders (with 70%) at year end, even though there were no Norwegian shareholders before 10 December.

Income is included and costs are deducted in the same year that would have applied had the CFC been tax resident in Norway.

Tax losses incurred by the CFC and fixed according to Norwegian tax rules cannot be set off directly against income (taxable profits) earned by the Norwegian shareholders but should be carried forward for setoff against future profits from the CFC.
Credit for foreign taxes

A credit for taxes paid by the CFC is, within certain limits, granted against Norwegian taxes.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

Dividend distributions derived from profits assessed according to the CFC rules are tax exempt when paid to a Norwegian corporate shareholder. When received by an individual, 73% of the dividends is taxable (this corresponds to the treatment of dividends distributed from a Norwegian corporation to Norwegian noncorporate shareholders).

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

The CFC rules also apply to other legal entities that are not transparent from a Norwegian perspective, but where Norwegian tax residents still control the entity (family trusts, etc.).

There is no general anti-avoidance provision, but a doctrine has developed under which a transaction may be disregarded for tax purposes if the transaction has no, or only minor, consequences other than the reduction of tax, and the result of respecting the transaction would be contrary to the basic policy of the tax provision in question.

Exemptions

A foreign corporation should not be considered a CFC if Norway has entered into a tax treaty with the relevant country and the income is not mainly of a passive nature. An additional exemption exists with respect to corporations resident within the EEA provide the foreign corporation has an “actual establishment” and carries on “real economic activities” in the jurisdiction in which it is resident.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

A gain on the sale of shares is, as a rule, taxable as the difference between the sales proceeds and the tax base. The tax base for corporate shareholders is the cost adjusted (increased) for income assessed (including, as a rule, income that is exempt according to Norwegian tax law) and (reduced) for dividends distributed during the shareholder’s ownership period. A corporate shareholder is not entitled to a loss deduction on the sale of shares in a corporation resident within the EEA, even if a gain is taxable.

The step up for retained tax profits adjustments does not apply to shareholders that are individuals.

Other features of CFC regime

None
General

Peru’s CFC rules are found in Chapter XIV (sections 111 to 116-B) of the Income Tax Law and in Chapter XIII (sections 62 to 64-D) of the Regulatory Decree.

The CFC rules apply to prevent the deferral of Peruvian tax on the passive income of certain foreign entities that are controlled directly or indirectly by Peruvian taxpayers.

When applicable

The following requirements must be met for a nonresident entity to be treated as a CFC:

- It must have separate legal personality from its partners, associates or other participating party(ies), and may be in the form of a company, partnership, joint venture, investment fund, trust or foundation.

- It must be controlled by a Peruvian resident taxpayer(s). The control requirement will be deemed to be met if at the end of the fiscal year, the resident taxpayer(s)—by itself or together with other resident related parties—holds directly or indirectly more than 50% of the capital, voting rights or economic results of the foreign entity. Specific rules apply to determine the percentage of the participation to be used for CFC purposes.

- The nonresident entity must be incorporated or resident in a low tax jurisdiction or a country in which its passive income is not subject to income tax or is subject to an income tax that is 75% or less of the income tax to which such income would be subject in Peru.

The following jurisdictions are considered low tax jurisdictions for Peruvian tax purposes: Alderney, Andorra, Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, Aruba, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Cook Islands, Cyprus, Dominica, Guernsey, Gibraltar, Granada, Hong Kong, Jersey, Labuan, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Madeira, Maldives, Man Islands, Marshall Islands, Monaco, Montserrat, Nauru, Netherlands Antilles, Niue, Panama, Occidental Samoa, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Saint Lucia, Seychelles, Tonga, Turks and Caicos, US Virgin Islands and Vanuatu.

Type of income attributable and when included

The CFC regime applies to the passive income, such as dividends, interest, royalties, capital gains and leasing income from immovable property derived by a Peruvian resident from a CFC.

Dividends paid by a CFC to another CFC would not qualify as passive income. For purposes of this rule, a nonresident entity distributing dividends would be treated as a CFC if a resident taxpayer(s) has a participation (whether direct or indirect) of more than 50% in the equity capital, the economic results or the voting rights of the entity. On the other hand, if the items qualifying as passive income are equal to or higher than 80% of the total income of the CFC, the full amount of its income would be considered passive income. This rule does not apply to dividends paid by a CFC to another CFC.

Unless otherwise proven, all income obtained by a CFC located in a low tax jurisdiction is treated as passive income.

The attribution is based on the direct or indirect participation in the CFC, determined according to the above rules.

To determine the net passive income attributable, the income and expenses of the CFC in the taxable year must be considered. The taxable year is the calendar year unless the income tax determination in the country where the CFC is incorporated or resident uses a different 12-month period (in which case it would be considered that other period). No attribution of passive income is made to resident taxpayers that are taxed only
on Peruvian-source income or to state-owned companies.

Credit for foreign taxes

A foreign tax credit is available in Peru to attributable resident taxpayers, equivalent to the tax paid abroad by the CFC, up to the Peruvian statutory corporate income tax rate of 28% (for tax years 2015-2016). There is no tax credit carryforward.

In the case of attributable passive income obtained by a CFC as a result of transactions with certain Peruvian resident taxpayers (related parties and resident corporate taxpayers claiming an allowable deduction, among others), no foreign tax credit is allowed if the income is considered sourced in Peru.

No foreign tax credit is allowed for withholding tax on dividends or other profit distributions paid to attributable resident taxpayers, up to the amount that relates to income that does not qualify as passive income under the CFC rules.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

Dividends paid out of previously attributed amounts under the CFC rules are treated as exempt income. For these purposes, the exempt portion is calculated based on the proportion of passive income to the total income of the CFC, according to the procedure in the Regulatory Decree. The latter procedure also comprises distributions made by an entity that has received, in turn, dividends from another CFC.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

None

Exemptions

The CFC rules do not apply in the following cases:

- The passive income earned by the CFC is sourced in Peru, except in specific situations (e.g. it derives from transactions with related parties or resident corporate taxpayers claiming an allowable deduction, among others).
- The income has been subject to income tax in a country or territory different than the one in which the CFC is incorporated or is a resident, at a rate higher than 75% of the income tax that would have applied to that income in Peru.
- The passive income of the CFC does not exceed 5 Tax Units (1 TU = PEN 3,850) or if it represents less than 20% of the total income of the CFC.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

There are no specific provisions for the sale of a CFC. The net gain is taxed in the regular manner at the standard corporate income tax rate of 28% (for tax years 2015-2016). There is no specific provision allowing the capital gain to be reduced on the grounds that dividend income was recognized in the past in connection with the CFC.

Other features of CFC regime

None
General

Poland introduced its first CFC regime on 1 January 2015. These rules are found in article 24a and article 27.2a of the Corporate Income Tax Law, and articles 30c.6, 30f and 45.1aa of the Personal Income Tax Law.

Under the CFC rules, a Polish tax resident that is a corporate income tax or a personal income tax taxpayer will be subject to the 19% Polish tax on the income earned by its CFCs, even if the income is not distributed by the foreign company. The rules also apply to foreign permanent establishments of Polish residents.

The CFC rules should be applied by a Polish taxpayer with respect to a particular CFC from the beginning of the CFC’s first tax year beginning after 31 December 2014. Where the CFC’s tax year is longer than 12 months or where it not possible to determine the CFC’s tax year, the Polish taxpayer should start applying the rules from the beginning of the Polish taxpayer’s first tax year beginning after 31 December 2014.

When applicable

A foreign company for purposes of the CFC rules includes, in particular, legal persons (e.g. limited liability companies, joint stock companies) and nontax-transparent partnerships (i.e. the rules apply to a partnership that has its registered office or place of management in another country, where the partnership is treated as legal person under the tax law provisions of that country and is subject to taxation on its worldwide income).

The CFC rules will apply if any of the following conditions are fulfilled:

- The foreign company has its registered office or place of management in a jurisdiction included on the black list issued by the Polish Minister of Finance. The following jurisdictions are on the list: Andorra, Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, British Virgin Islands, Cook Islands, Curaçao, Dominica, Grenada, Hong Kong, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Macau, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Monaco, Nauru, Niue, Panama, Samoa, Sark, Seychelles, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Maarten, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Tonga, US Virgin Islands and Vanuatu;
  - The foreign company has its registered office or place of management in a jurisdiction that has not concluded an agreement with Poland or the EU that allows an exchange of tax information; or
  - The foreign company has its registered office or place of management in any other jurisdiction and all of the following conditions are satisfied:
    - The Polish taxpayer holds, directly or indirectly, at least 25% of the share capital, voting rights or rights to participate in the profits of the foreign company for an uninterrupted period of at least 30 days;
    - At least 50% of the foreign company’s revenue in a tax year is derived from passive income, such as dividends (and other income from a share in the profits of a legal person), interest (and other benefits from loans, sureties and guarantees), revenue from the sale or exercise of financial instruments, revenue from the sale of shares and royalties; and
    - At least one of the types of passive income is subject to tax in the country of its registered office or place of management at a rate that is at least 25% lower than the Polish corporate income tax rate of 19% (i.e. equal to or less than 14.25%), or is exempt from corporate income tax (unless the income is exempt under the EU parent-subsidiary directive).

Type of income attributable and when included

The CFC regime generally applies to the CFC’s total taxable income (including, but not limited to, passive income), calculated as the
difference between taxable revenue and tax-deductible expenses determined in accordance with Polish tax law. This income may be decreased by the amount of dividends received from the CFC and the amount received from a disposal of the CFC’s shares. As a rule, such income should be attributed to the Polish taxpayer in proportion to its share in the CFC’s profits. If it is not possible to establish the Polish taxpayer’s share related to its right to share in the CFC’s profits, or this right has been excluded or limited, the taxpayer’s highest percentage shareholding (in capital, in voting rights in “control bodies” or in voting rights in “decision-making bodies” of the CFC) should be taken into account.

Any tax losses incurred by the CFC in previous years may not be carried forward and set off against taxable income reported in a particular tax year.

Credit for foreign taxes
A tax credit generally is available to the Polish taxpayer with respect to the income tax paid by the CFC in its country of residence that is attributable to the shareholder, provided a tax treaty has been concluded between Poland and the country in which the CFC is resident or other legal grounds for the exchange of tax information are in place.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution
Dividends received by the Polish taxpayer from the CFC reduce the Polish taxpayer’s tax base (taxable income).

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules
None, but the introduction of a general tax anti-avoidance rule is under discussion.

Exemptions
The CFC regime does not apply in the following cases:

- The CFC’s income in the tax year does not exceed EUR 250,000 (or the equivalent in another currency);
- The CFC is subject to tax on all of its income in an EU or EEA country in which it carries out genuine business activities; or
- The CFC is subject to tax on all of its income in a country outside the EU or EEA; it conducts genuine business activities in that country (the CFC rules specify certain criteria that should be taken into account in determining whether the CFC conducts genuine business activities) and its income does not exceed 10% of all revenue resulting from genuine business activities conducted in that country; and there is a legal basis for the exchange of information between Poland and the CFC’s country of residence.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC
In general, since there are no specific rules with respect to the tax treatment of the sale of a CFC, the normal Polish rules on the sale of shares should apply.

Where the shares in a CFC are sold directly by the Polish taxpayer, capital gains will be subject to the 19% corporate/personal income tax in Poland. An indirect sale of the shares in a CFC (e.g. a sale of the CFC shares by a subsidiary of the Polish taxpayer) should not, in and of itself, give rise to taxable capital gains for the Polish taxpayer.

Notwithstanding the above, the amount received from a sale of the CFC’s shares by the Polish taxpayer may decrease the Polish taxpayer’s tax base (taxable income) under the CFC regime.

Other features of CFC regime
Under the CFC regime, certain documentation and reporting obligations may apply to a Polish taxpayer, including the following:

- Maintain a register of its affiliated foreign companies fulfilling one of the following conditions (which may include certain companies that do not qualify as a CFC):
  - The registered office or place of management is in a jurisdiction included on Poland’s black list;
  - The registered office or place of management is in a jurisdiction that has not concluded an agreement with Poland or the EU that allows an exchange of tax information; or
  - The registered office or place of management is in any other jurisdiction and the Polish taxpayer holds, directly or indirectly, at least 25% of the share capital, voting rights or rights to participate in the profits of the foreign company for an uninterrupted period of at least 30 days, even if the criteria described...
above relating to passive income are not fulfilled;

• Maintain separate tax records for each CFC (as well as separate records of fixed assets and intangible assets) in accordance with the Polish tax rules; and

• File a separate tax return for each CFC within nine months of the end of the tax year in which the income is earned by the CFC (or, in certain cases, within nine months of the end of the Polish taxpayer’s tax year), reporting the amount of income derived from the CFC, and pay the tax due on such income.

The Polish taxpayer must present the register and tax records within seven days of a request from the tax authorities. Failure to comply with the deadline could result in the tax authorities assessing the income by using the “estimation approach.”

Proposed changes

Since the rules are new and there are a number of technical issues that are not directly addressed, further guidance likely will be issued.
General

Portugal’s CFC rules are found in article 66 of the Corporate Income Tax Code.

Under the CFC regime, corporate profits (whether or not distributed) of a nonresident company that is subject to a more favorable tax regime may be attributed to Portuguese-resident corporate shareholders that have a substantial interest in the nonresident. Such shareholders will be taxed on their proportionate share of their holdings in the nonresident company.

The CFC rules also may apply to individual resident shareholders.

When applicable

The CFC rules are triggered in the following circumstances:

- A Portuguese resident holds, directly or indirectly (or through nominees), at least 25% of a nonresident entity located in a country that has a more favorable tax regime; or
- A Portuguese resident holds more than 10% of the share capital, voting rights or rights to income or assets, and more than 50% of the nonresident company’s share capital or relevant rights are owned (directly or indirectly) by Portuguese resident shareholders. For purposes of calculating the interest in a controlled entity, an interest held by related parties is taken into account.

A nonresident company is considered to be subject to a more favorable tax regime if:

- The company’s income is not subject to a tax in its country of residence that is similar or analogous to the Portuguese corporate income tax; or
- The tax effectively paid by the company is equal to or less than 60% of what the company would have paid had it been a Portuguese resident (for purposes of the comparison, income derived by a CFC is recalcuated in accordance with Portuguese rules); or

- The company is resident in a jurisdiction included on a black list issued by the Ministry of Finance.

All countries, including tax treaty partners, are potentially covered by the CFC rules (i.e. there is no white list under domestic law).

The following countries are on the black list: American Samoa, Andorra, Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Aruba, Ascension Island, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, Bolivia, British Virgin Islands, Brunei, Cayman Islands, Channel Islands, Christmas Island, Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Cook Islands, Costa Rica, Djibouti, Dominica, Falkland Islands, Fiji, French Polynesia, Gambia, Gibraltar, Grenada, Guam, Guyana, Honduras, Hong Kong, Isle of Man, Jamaica, Jordan, Kiribati, Kuwait, Labuan, Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Monaco, Montserrat, Nauru, Netherlands Antilles, Niue, Norfolk Island, Northern Mariana Islands, Oman, other Pacific Islands, Palau, Panama, Pitcairn Island, Puerto Rico, Qatar, Qeshm Island, San Marino, Seychelles, Solomon Islands, St. Helena, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Pierre and Miquelon, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Svalbard Islands, Swaziland, Tokelau Island, Tonga, Trinidad and Tobago, Tristan da Cunha, Turks and Caicos, Tuvalu, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay, US Virgin Islands, Vanuatu, Western Samoa and Yemen (from this list, Portugal has tax treaties in effect with Hong Kong, Kuwait, Panama, Qatar, United Arab Emirates and Uruguay, and has signed treaties with Barbados and San Marino).

Type of income attributable and when included

All income received from a CFC is subject to corporate income tax at the level of the Portuguese shareholder. The only exception may be capital gains derived from the disposal of a CFC, where, in certain circumstances, the Portuguese shareholder may benefit from an exemption.
The Portuguese resident must include in its taxable income the after-tax profits of a CFC (i.e. profits derived by the CFC after deducting income tax paid by the CFC in its country of residence, if any) in proportion to its interest in the entity. The attributable CFC profits are those reported by the CFC in accordance with the applicable legislation in its country of residence. There is no requirement to compute such profits under Portugal’s rules. The attributed profits are subject to tax at the standard income tax rate of 21%. A state surcharge of 3% is levied on taxable profits over EUR 1.5 million up to EUR 7.5 million; this rate is increased to 5% for profits exceeding EUR 7.5 million and up to EUR 35 million. A 7% surcharge applies to profits exceeding EUR 35 million. A municipal surcharge is levied on taxable profits at rates up to 1.5% (depending on the municipality), resulting in a maximum possible aggregate tax rate of 29.5%.

The CFC’s profits are included in the tax year (of the Portuguese resident shareholder) that covers the end of a given tax period for the CFC company.

Credit for foreign taxes

No credit is granted for underlying income tax paid by the CFC, but after-tax profits are attributed if income tax was paid by the entity. However, the Portuguese resident shareholder may credit any foreign taxes levied on dividends paid by the CFC, up to the amount of its Portuguese income tax liability. The amount of the credit is limited to the lower of the foreign tax paid on the dividends received or Portuguese income tax payable on the dividends. In the latter case, the maximum amount that may be credited is the Portuguese income tax amount computed in the year the profits were attributed.

Any excess credit resulting from an insufficient amount of tax payable in the year of distribution may be not carried forward and deducted for the following 5 years (following the same requirements highlight above, and only after the tax credits for that year have already been deducted).

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

The amount of profits attributed to a Portuguese resident shareholder in a particular tax period may be set off against any dividends actually subsequently paid out of those profits, up to the amount of dividends received.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

While there are no supplementary rules, the Portuguese CFC rules are targeted at nonresident “companies” which, in addition to companies with limited liability, may include partnerships, limited partnerships and similar types of entities.

Exemptions

There is no attribution of profits if the nonresident company meets the following requirements:

- At least 75% of the CFC’s profits are derived from agricultural or manufacturing/industrial activities carried on in its state of residence, or from commercial activities directed mainly at the local market or not involving Portuguese residents; and
- Its main activity is not banking, financing, insurance related to assets or persons situated or resident outside its residence state, holding activities (of shares, other securities, intellectual property, etc.) or the leasing of assets (except for immovable property located in its state of residence).

The CFC regime also is not applicable where the CFC is resident in an EU member state, or an EEA member state that has concluded a mutual assistance agreement with Portugal, provided the taxpayer demonstrates the economic reasons underlying the interest held and that the controlled company carries on agricultural, commercial or industrial activities or renders services.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

Capital gains on the sale of a CFC are subject to tax under the general rules, although the participation exemption regime may allow for an exemption if certain requirements are met and the CFC qualifies under any of the exemptions outlined above (even if the entity is exempt from tax).

Capital losses on the sale of shares (including shares in a CFC) are not deductible if the criteria for the Portuguese participation exemption regime are met. Otherwise, such losses may be deductible, subject to certain restrictions.

Other features of CFC regime

When a Portuguese shareholder is subject to a special tax regime, CFC profits are attributed,
irrespective of the shareholding criterion, to entities resident in Portugal (if any) that are in the immediate upper tier of the corporate structure and that are subject to the general tax regime.
General

A CFC regime was introduced into the Russian Tax Code by Federal Law No. 376-FZ of 24 November 2014, and is effective as from 1 January 2015. A law signed by the president on 8 June 2015 (Federal Law No. 150–FZ) and that applies as from that date makes some changes to the CFC rules.

Under the CFC rules, undistributed profits deemed to be made by a foreign company, trust or other structure controlled by a Russian tax resident will be liable to profit/personal tax in Russia.

When applicable

A CFC is defined as a foreign company or a foreign “structure” established in any form other than a legal entity (e.g. a trust) that is not a Russian tax resident and is controlled by a Russian tax resident (a legal entity or an individual).

A legal entity or an individual may be treated as a controlling person in a foreign company/structure if any of the following requirements are met:

- The person’s participation in the foreign company/structure exceeds 25% (together with the spouse and minor children, in the case of individuals); or
- The person’s participation in the foreign company/structure exceeds 25% (together with the spouse and minor children, in the case of individuals).

During the transition period (i.e. until 1 January 2016), a Russian tax resident will be treated as a controlling person based on the participation threshold only if the person’s share in a foreign company/structure exceeds 50% (together with the spouse and minor children, in the case of individuals).

A person (a legal entity or an individual) also may be considered a controlling person of a foreign company if it does not meet the participation threshold but exercises control over the foreign entity (a structure established in any form other than a legal entity) for its own benefit (or the benefit of the spouse and/or minor children in the case of individuals), if it can be shown that this person has the authority and ability to influence decisions on the distribution of profits of the foreign entity, regardless of the legal grounds for such control.

As a general rule, the founder of a structure established in a form other than a legal entity is the controlling person of the structure, unless all of the following conditions are fulfilled:

- The founder is not entitled to receive (claim), directly or indirectly, any profits (income) from the structure;
- The founder is not entitled to manage the profit (income)-related affairs of the structure;
- The assets are contributed to the structure on an irrevocable basis (i.e. the founder does not have a right to reclaim the assets from the structure on the basis of applicable law or the structure’s constituent (formation) documents (contract) during the entire period of its existence or at the time of its liquidation/termination); or
- The founder does not control the structure (i.e. does not influence or have the ability to influence decisions regarding the distribution of the profits (income) received by the structure).

In addition to the founder, any person exercising control over a structure established in any form other than a legal entity may be considered a controlling person of the structure if any of the following conditions are fulfilled:

- The person is the beneficial owner of the income of the structure (the concept of “beneficial owner” may include a wide range of persons that directly or indirectly receive an economic benefit from a foreign structure established in any form other than a legal entity);
- The person has the right to dispose of the structure’s assets; and
• The person has the right to receive the assets of the structure upon its liquidation/termination.

The rules mentioned above also apply to legal entities for which participation in equity is not envisaged by their local law (e.g. foundation).

**Type of income attributable and when included**

Under the CFC rules, subject to certain exemptions (see below), any undistributed profit of a CFC must be included in a controlling person’s tax base, in proportion to the person’s share in the CFC, and is subject to tax in Russia at a 13% rate (for individuals) or at a 20% rate (for legal entities) if the CFC’s profits exceed RUB 50 million in 2015 (RUB 30 million in 2016, and RUB 10 million thereafter). Pre-2015 profits of a CFC are tax exempt.

CFC profits are recognized for tax purposes on the date the decision regarding the income distribution is made or 31 December of the year following the year in which the CFC’s financial year ends.

**Credit for foreign taxes**

Subject to certain limitations, the amount of tax due on the profits of a CFC is reduced by the amount of tax computed in respect of such profits in accordance with the legislation of the foreign country, as well as by the amount of profits tax relating to a permanent establishment of the CFC in Russia. The tax credit is available only if a CFC is a tax resident in a country that has concluded a tax treaty with Russia, except for countries that do not exchange information with Russia, and the effective tax rate of the CFC is at least 75% of the weighted average tax rate that would apply in Russia (e.g. in the case of a CFC whose only income is dividends, the effective rate should be at least 9.75%).

**Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution**

The amount of CFC profits taxable in Russia may be reduced by the amount of dividends distributed by the CFC in the year following the financial year and interim dividends paid within the financial year. For structures established in a form other than a legal entity, CFC profits may be reduced by profits distributed to controlling persons of such structures.

In the event undistributed income of a CFC already taxed in Russia is further distributed to controlling persons, that income should be subject to taxation at the level of relevant controlling persons (hence, based on a literal reading of the law, double taxation of the same profits may arise at the level of the controlling persons).

**Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules**

As from 2015, foreign companies may be treated as Russian residents for tax purposes if their place of effective management is in Russia. Classification of a foreign company as a Russian resident will result in taxation of the company’s worldwide income in Russia and an obligation for the company to comply with the other Russian tax rules.

**Exemptions**

CFC profits are tax exempt in Russia if any of the following conditions are fulfilled:

• The CFC is a nonprofit organization that does not distribute profits among its participants;

• The CFC is registered in one of the countries of the Eurasian Economic Union (Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan (the Agreement of Accession of Kyrgyzstan to the Eurasian Economic Union was ratified by the Russian State Duma on 1 July 2015, but it has not been ratified by some other parties of the union. It is expected that all administrative requirements will be completed in the near future));

• The CFC is a tax resident in a country that has concluded a tax treaty with Russia, except for countries that do not exchange information with Russia, and the effective tax rate of the CFC is at least 75% of the weighted average tax rate that would apply in Russia (e.g. in the case of a CFC whose only income is dividends, the effective rate should be at least 9.75%).

• The CFC is an active foreign company, active foreign holding company or active foreign sub-holding company. In addition, for the exemption to apply, the jurisdiction in which an active foreign holding company or an active foreign sub-holding company is resident should not be included on the Russian black list.

An active foreign company is a foreign company with a share of passive income not exceeding 20%. An active foreign holding company is a foreign company with...
company that fulfills all of the following conditions:

- It is more than 75% owned directly by a Russian company for at least a year; it has no income or its share of passive income (except for dividends received from active foreign sub-holding companies or active foreign companies) does not exceed 5%.

- It holds directly at least 50% in active foreign companies for an uninterrupted period of at least a year; or

- It holds directly at least 75% in active foreign sub-holding companies for an uninterrupted period of at least a year.

A foreign company is recognized as an active foreign sub-holding company when:

- It is more than 75% directly owned by a foreign holding company for at least a year;

- It has no income or its share of passive income (except for dividends received from active foreign companies) does not exceed 5%; and

- It holds directly at least 50% in active foreign companies for an uninterrupted period of at least a year.

The CFC is a bank or an insurance company that operates under a license and is a tax resident in a jurisdiction that has concluded a tax treaty with Russia, provided the country exchanges information with Russia;

- Subject to certain limitations, the CFC is an issuer of traded Eurobonds, provided the share of income derived from such activity is no less than 90% of the CFC’s total income;

- The CFC acts as the operator of a new offshore oil field, or is a shareholder of such operator; or

- The CFC participates in mining projects based on a production-sharing agreement, concession agreement, or licensing or service agreement similar to a production-sharing agreement, provided the share of income derived from such activities is no less than 90% of the CFC’s total income.

**Tax treatment on sale of CFC**

There are no specific rules regarding the sale of a CFC, compared to the sale of other foreign entities. However, until 1 January 2017, CFC liquidation proceeds are tax exempt in Russia in the hands of a legal entity that is a controlling person (this rule also applies to individuals).

**Other features of CFC regime**

Russian tax residents are required to report certain information to the tax authorities.

Controlling persons are required to submit a notification about their participation in a CFC to the tax authorities by 20 March of the year following the year of inclusion of CFC income in the controlling person’s tax base. A CFC’s 2015 income should be included in the tax base of a controlling person on 31 December 2016, so the first notifications must be submitted in 2017.

A taxpayer that is a controlling person of a CFC also must submit the following documents along with its tax return:

- Financial statements of the CFC (if prepared);

- An audit report on the CFC’s financial statements, in cases where a mandatory audit of the financial statements is required by law; or

- Primary-source documents confirming the income of the CFC (in the absence of audited financial statements).
General

The CFC legislation is found in section 9D of the South African Income Tax Act.

A South African resident (other than a resident that is a headquarter company) must include in income a proportionate amount of the net income (including capital gains) earned by a CFC. The proportionate income of the CFC to the participation rights held by the resident will be included in the South African resident’s income where the participation or voting rights of the resident are 10% or more.

When applicable

A CFC is a foreign company in which South African residents hold, directly or indirectly, more than 50% of the total participation rights, or more than 50% of the voting rights. A foreign company is, for CFC determination purposes, defined to include a “protected cell company,” a cell or segregated account referred to in the definition of a protected cell company and a foreign company.

A protected cell company is defined as a foreign incorporated, formed or established entity whose principal trading activities are that of an insurer that, under the laws of that foreign jurisdiction, is allowed to segregate its assets into independent cells or segregated accounts; link specified assets and liabilities to those cells or segregated accounts; or separate participation rights in respect of each such cell or segregated account, irrespective of whether the formation of the cell or segregated account creates a separate legal distinct person from that entity.

Participation rights are defined as rights to participate in all or part of the benefit of the rights (other than voting rights) attaching to a share, or any interest of a similar nature, in that company. Where no person holds such rights or where no such rights can be determined for any person, the right to exercise voting rights in the foreign company qualifies as participation rights.

South Africa does not have a white or black list of countries.

Type of income attributable and when included

All income is attributable under the CFC rules (unless a specific exemption applies). Where the South African resident holds 10% or more of the participation rights in a CFC, a proportionate amount of the net income of the CFC for the foreign tax year must be included in the South African resident’s income in the ratio of the resident’s participation rights to the total participation rights on the last day of the CFC’s year of assessment. The net income of the CFC for the foreign tax year must be determined in the functional currency of the CFC and translated to South African Rand by applying the average exchange rate for the CFC’s foreign tax year. The CFC’s taxable income is determined as if the CFC were a South African taxpayer.

Where a CFC’s year of assessment ends during the resident’s year of assessment, the resident must include the CFC’s net income for that financial year of the CFC in its income. Where a foreign company became a CFC during the foreign tax year, the resident is required to include in its income a proportional amount of the CFC’s net income, apportioned by the number of days in which the foreign company was a CFC during the tax year or apportioned for the period in which that foreign company was a CFC during the foreign tax year.

Credit for foreign taxes

Where all or a portion of income derived by a CFC is attributed to a resident of South Africa, a rebate for the foreign taxes paid on the proportionate amount attributed is granted against the South African tax payable.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

Dividends paid out of profits of a CFC are exempt if the profits of the CFC have been included in the South African shareholder’s income under the CFC provisions.
Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

None

Exemptions
Subject to restrictions and exceptions, an exemption is provided where the net income, including capital gains, of the CFC is attributable to a foreign business establishment (FBE) in a foreign country, provided the FBE effectively operates at arm’s length. An FBE includes a fixed place of business with an office, shop, factory, warehouse or other structure that is used or will continue to be used by the CFC for at least one year, where the business of the CFC is carried on and such place of business is suitably equipped and staffed with onsite managerial and operational employees of that CFC who render services for purposes of conducting the primary operations of the CFC. The place of business is located outside South Africa solely or mainly for the purposes other than the postponement or reduction of South African taxes. A CFC is permitted to take into account structures, employees, equipment and facilities of another company if:

- Those items are located in the same foreign country as the fixed place of business of the CFC;
- The other CFC is subject to tax in the same country; and
- The other CFC is part of the same group of companies (as defined).

In addition to the above, an FBE includes the following outside South Africa:

- Prospecting, exploration or mining operations;
- Construction projects lasting six months or more;
- Agricultural land used for bona fide farming activities; or
- Vessel, vehicle, rolling stock or aircraft used for transportation, fishing, prospecting, exploration for natural resources or mining or production of natural resources.

An exemption also may apply where the CFC has an FBE whose passive income arises from the principal trading activities of banking or financial services or an insurance or rental business, provided the trading activities of the CFC do not constitute those of a treasury operation or of a captive insurer.

Where a CFC has an FBE, an exemption is available with respect to capital gains arising from the disposal, or deemed disposal, of any intellectual property unless that CFC directly and regularly creates, develops or substantially upgrades any intellectual property that gives rise to that amount.

Regardless of whether a CFC has an FBE in its country of residence, its income will not be imputed to the South African parent where the aggregate amount of tax payable by the CFC to all spheres of government of any country is at least 75% of the amount of normal tax the CFC would have paid on its taxable income had the CFC been a South African resident.

Other exemptions include the following:

- Where the net income of the CFC forms part of income that already is subject to tax in South Africa;
- Interest, royalties and rental income payable to a CFC by another CFC; reduction or discharge of a debt owed by a CFC to another CFC for no consideration or for a consideration less than the face value of the debt; and exchange differences arising on exchange items entered into between such parties, where the entities are part of the same group of companies (a deduction for this type of inter-CFC expenditure, however, is disallowed under the CFC rules); and
- Capital gains, to the extent the asset disposed of (subject to exclusions) is attributable to an FBE of another CFC that forms part of the same group of companies as the CFC.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC
Income from the sale of a CFC is calculated according to South African tax principles and, where no exemption exists, is included in the South African parent company’s income for South African tax purposes. Where an entity ceases to be a CFC, it is be deemed, for South African capital gains purposes, to have disposed of its assets at market value and immediately to have reacquired them.

Other features of CFC regime
None
Spain’s CFC rules are found in article 100 of the Corporate Income Tax Law (CITL) and article 91 of the Personal Income Tax Law (PITL).

Under the CFC rules, Spanish resident entities and individuals are required to include in their corporate or personal income tax base certain types of income from investments in foreign entities located in low tax jurisdictions.

When applicable
An entity is deemed to be a CFC where:

• It is a nonresident entity (however, the CFC rules are not applicable to EU residents if the taxpayer can show that the CFC has valid economic reasons and engages in active business activities);
• The Spanish taxpayer, alone or with related parties, holds directly or indirectly 50% or more in the capital, equity, results (profits) or voting rights of the entity; and
• The foreign tax paid by the nonresident entity on income subject to the Spanish CFC rules is less than 75% of the tax calculated in accordance with Spanish tax rules.

Spain does not have a white or black list of countries.

Type of income attributable and when included
If the CFC lacks substance, the Spanish taxpayer must include in its corporate or personal income tax base any income obtained by the subsidiary with no appropriate human and material resources unless (i) such activities are carried with the human and material resources of another nonresident entity member of the same group; or (ii) the subsidiary’s incorporation and operation are based on valid business reasons.

If the CFC has sufficient substance, only specific categories of income are subject to the CFC rules (in general, passive income):

• Dividend income;
• Capital gains derived from real property and shareholdings;
• Income derived from the lending of capital;
• Income derived from the provision of services and from insurance and financial activities;
• Income derived from the ownership of real property, unless such income derives from the performance of activities that qualify as business activities for Spanish tax purposes; and
• Other income (residual).

When the CFC rules apply, the attribution is made on the basis of the percentage of the Spanish resident’s participation in the CFC. The income is attributed in the fiscal period of the Spanish taxpayer that includes the day in which the commercial year of the CFC ends. Alternatively, the Spanish taxpayer can make an election to attribute the income obtained by the CFC in the taxpayer’s following fiscal period.

Credit for foreign taxes
Dividends paid out of income that already has been attributed under the CFC rules are not subject to Spanish corporate/personal income tax. The following amounts may be credited for Spanish corporate income tax purposes:

• Foreign income tax effectively paid by the CFC and/or its subsidiaries on income subject to attribution (not available for individuals); and
• Foreign withholding tax deducted on dividends paid out of profits previously subject to attribution.

The credit is limited to the amount of the Spanish corporate income tax liability corresponding to the income subject to attribution. Taxes paid in low tax jurisdictions may not be credited.
Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

Dividend distributions made by a CFC to a Spanish taxpayer are exempt from corporate/personal income tax to the extent the distributed profits already were taxed at the level of the Spanish taxpayer as a result of the CFC rules.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

General anti-abuse provisions and the “piercing of the corporate veil” doctrine apply.

Exemptions

Where a CFC has sufficient substance, CFC income will not be attributed to a Spanish resident shareholder in the following cases:

- Income derived from dividends and capital gains from shareholdings where:
  1. the CFC holds, directly or indirectly, at least 5% of another nonresident company for at least one year;
  2. the CFC engages directly in the management and administration of that entity and has sufficient human and material resources to carry out such activities; and
  3. the CFC is not considered a holding or “nonoperating entity” under domestic law. These requirements would need to be met at the group level. (This exemption also may apply where the CFC lacks sufficient substance).

- According to de minimis rules, no income pickup is required at the Spanish entity level if the foreign company’s passive income does not exceed 15% of the foreign company’s total net income. Special rules are used to calculate the 15% total net income threshold and total net income is calculated on a standalone basis, not at a consolidated level.

- Income derived by CFCs that are tax resident in the EU is not subject to attribution, provided the taxpayer can demonstrate that the CFC was set up for valid economic reasons and is engaged in business activities.

- Income from transactions where the counterparty has registered expenses in Spain that are considered nondeductible for tax purposes in Spain.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

The tax basis of the shareholding in the CFC is increased in an amount equal to that of the income included in the corporate/personal income tax base under the CFC rules, except where such income already has been distributed by the CFC to the corporate/individual taxpayer.

Other features of CFC regime

- Income of the CFC subject to attribution is quantified under the Spanish corporate income tax rules.

- Losses may not be attributed.

- There is a presumption that income is CFC income, that such CFC income is equal to 15% of the acquisition value of the shareholding and that the foreign tax paid on the CFC income is less than 75% of the tax calculated in accordance with Spanish corporate income tax rules where the CFC is resident in a low or no tax jurisdiction.
General

Sweden’s CFC rules are found in chapter 39a of the Income Tax Act.

Under the CFC rules, a Swedish resident company (or individual) or a nonresident with a PE in Sweden will be subject to taxation on a continuous basis on its proportionate share of a foreign legal entity’s profits.

When applicable

The CFC rules apply where a Swedish resident company (or individual) or a nonresident with a PE in Sweden holds at the end of its fiscal year, directly or indirectly, an interest of at least 25% of the capital or voting rights in a foreign legal entity; or if the CFC is subject to taxation at a rate lower than 12.1% (i.e. 55% of the Swedish tax rate of 22%).

Sweden has a white list comprised of five continents (Africa, America, Asia, Europe and Oceania) although not every country. Shareholders in a CFC established in one of the countries on the list may be exempt from CFC taxation. However, certain types of income nevertheless may be subject to CFC taxation even if a CFC is established in a white list country.

Type of income attributable and when included

Under the CFC rules, a shareholder that holds an interest in a CFC is subject to taxation on a continuous basis on its proportionate share of the foreign legal entity’s profits. The CFC legislation applies to all income, but income from “genuine economic activities” within the EEA may be excluded. The rules on Swedish limited liability companies also apply to foreign legal persons, with the exception that a foreign legal person is not considered subject to tax in Sweden. Accordingly, income will be deemed to be taxable income during the tax year that should have been applied if the foreign legal person would have been subject to tax in Sweden.

Credit for foreign taxes

There are special rules on foreign tax credits for low-taxed income. Foreign tax paid on income covered by the CFC rules may be credited against the Swedish tax on the same profits, but the credit is limited to the amount of Swedish tax payable on the foreign-source income.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

A shareholder subject to tax under the CFC rules is not taxed upon a subsequent dividend distribution by the CFC, provided the shareholder already paid tax on such CFC income.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

Under the Tax Avoidance Act, a legal deed or transaction undertaken by a taxpayer may be disregarded for tax purposes if it is a part of a structure that provides a substantial tax benefit, the tax benefit is seen as the predominant reason for the structure and an assessment based on the structure would be in conflict with the purpose of the legislation. If the Tax Avoidance Act is applicable, the taxable base of the taxpayer will be determined without taking into account the relevant deed or transaction.

Exemptions

In addition to the white list, shareholders in a CFC may be exempt from CFC taxation if the following requirements are met: the foreign legal person is resident within the EEA and is actually established in its home state and carries on genuine economic activities there.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

Capital gains from the sale of a CFC are tax exempt under the Swedish participation exemption, provided the relevant conditions
are satisfied. If the participation exemption rules do not apply, capital gains derived from the sale of a CFC constitute taxable income.

**Other features of CFC regime**

None

**Proposed changes**

In 2010, the Swedish Tax Agency suggested updating the white list exceptions. While the Agency has no legislative power, the suggestions have been submitted to the Ministry of Finance for further consideration. Specifically, the Tax Agency is focusing on low-taxed income derived from the granting of patents, licenses, trademarks and other similar rights from certain countries on the list (including Cyprus, Belgium, Estonia, Ireland, Luxembourg, Netherlands and Switzerland) to be subject to CFC taxation.

The Tax Agency also is targeting white list exceptions related to financial and insurance businesses in certain countries on intercompany financing and intercompany insurance business if the foreign entity is resident within the EEA. The Tax Agency suggests that the intercompany restriction be abolished. This would mean that external financing and insurance business carried on by a foreign entity resident within the EEA could be covered by the CFC rules, should the foreign entity not actually be established in its home state or carry on genuine economic activities there.

The Tax Agency’s proposals have not yet resulted in a legislative proposal.
Turkey

General
Turkey’s CFC rules are found in article 7 of the Corporate Tax Law.

When applicable
The CFC rules are triggered where a Turkish resident company controls, directly or indirectly, at least 50% of the share capital, dividends or voting power of a foreign entity and:

- 25% or more of the gross income of the CFC is comprised of passive income;
- The CFC is subject to an effective tax rate of lower than 10% in its country of residence; and
- The annual total gross revenue of the CFC exceeds the foreign currency equivalent of TRY 100,000.

If these requirements are met, the profits of the CFC are included in the profits of the Turkish company in proportion to the Turkish company’s share in the capital of the CFC, regardless of whether the profits are distributed, and will be taxed currently at the 20% corporation tax rate.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution
Income attributed and taxed under the CFC rules will not be further taxed at the time it is distributed to shareholders in Turkey.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules
None

Exemptions
None

Tax treatment on sale of CFC
Capital gains derived from the sale of foreign participations that have been held for at least two years (730 days) by an international holding company in the form of a Turkish resident joint stock company are exempt from corporate tax. To qualify as an international holding company, the following requirements must be met:

- At least 75% of the total assets (excluding cash items) must comprise foreign participations for a continuous period of at least one year;
- The Turkish company must hold at least 10% of the capital of each foreign participation; and
- The foreign participation must have the characteristics of a corporation or limited liability company.

If the above conditions are not satisfied, capital gains derived from the sale of a CFC will be included in the profits of the Turkish company and taxed currently at the corporate tax rate of 20%.

Other features of CFC regime
None

Type of income attributable and when included
Passive income, such as dividends, interest, rents, license fees or gains from the sale of securities that are outside the scope of commercial, agricultural or professional income, is attributed under the CFC regime.

The attributed income must be included in taxable income as of the month of the close of the accounting period of the foreign subsidiary.

Credit for foreign taxes
A tax credit is available for taxes paid on the income in the country of the CFC. A tax credit is not allowed for taxes paid in jurisdictions other than the jurisdiction where the CFC is located.
General

The UK CFC regime is found in Part 9A of the Taxation (International and other Provisions) Act 2010 (TIOPA).

The most recent changes to the CFC legislation were introduced in Finance Act 2012 and apply to accounting periods of CFCs beginning on or after 1 January 2013. The new CFC rules are aimed at taxing only foreign profits artificially diverted from the UK.

When applicable

The CFC rules broadly apply if the overseas company is:

- Resident outside the UK; and
- Controlled from the UK (a foreign company generally is “controlled” if UK shareholders are able to secure that the company’s affairs are conducted in accordance with their wishes; there are, however, special joint venture provisions and anti-avoidance legislation designed to prevent the circumvention of the control rules).

It is no longer necessary for the CFC to be subject to a lower level of tax for the rules to apply (as under the previous regime); however, this is now a specific entity-level exemption (see below).

Type of income attributable and when included

If, after applying the exemptions noted below, there is any income of a CFC that is not taken out of account, it is apportioned to those UK members that have, either alone or with connected parties, at least a 25% interest in the CFC.

Income streams are considered separately rather than on an “all or nothing” basis. Capital gains and rental income are excluded from the regime. Separate rules exist under the “gateway test” (see below) for business profits and finance profits.

The assessment of whether overseas entities controlled from the UK are CFCs, as defined for UK tax purposes, must be performed for each accounting period of the CFC and any profit apportionment must be reported on the relevant UK entity’s corporation tax return. The CFC regime applies to both foreign subsidiaries and exempt foreign branches of UK companies.

Credit for foreign taxes

Where no exemption is available and CFC profits are apportioned to the UK, the UK corporation tax due is reduced by any apportioned “creditable tax.” The creditable tax is the aggregate of the double tax relief that would be available if the CFC’s chargeable profits were liable to UK corporation tax (e.g. corporate income tax suffered in the CFC’s country); the UK income tax deducted at the source from payments (e.g. interest) received by the CFC; and any UK income or corporation tax actually charged in respect of the chargeable profits of the CFC (e.g. if the CFC has a UK branch or agency).

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

To the extent profits are earned in an entity that the UK considers to be transparent, those profits would be considered to be the profits of the partners/members of that entity and subject to UK tax/CFC assessment in the same way as profits earned directly by the partners/members.

Exemptions

There are various exemptions that could apply to the CFC in respect of a particular source of income (via the gateway test) or at an entity level (via the entity-level exemptions). There also is a specific exemption that may apply to finance companies.

The exemptions apply to assess the extent to which types of profits (i.e. trading profits, finance income, etc.) should be treated as potentially taxable in the UK. The tests can be applied in any order, so groups can apply the most straightforward first, which should minimize their CFC compliance burden.
Gateway test

The gateway aims to provide a framework for assessing whether certain sources of a CFC’s income have been artificially diverted from the UK. If they have, they pass through the gateway and will be subject to CFC apportionment unless one of the entity exemptions applies (see below). The gateway is divided into a “pre-gateway” and a main gateway test.

“Pre-gateway”

The purpose of the pre-gateway is to allow groups to identify whether or not they are within the scope of the rules without the need to carry out the more detailed analysis and calculations required by the remainder of the legislation.

The pre-gateway for business profits (broadly, trading profits, excluding interest income) consists of three conditions:

- Non-tax motive: Broadly, if UK or overseas tax is reduced as a result of the arrangement, but the arrangement still would have taken place absent the tax savings;
- No UK activities: The CFC has no assets or risks that are managed from the UK; or
- Independence: Even if there is a UK connection, the CFC has the capability to carry on its business if the UK-managed assets or risks were to stop being UK-managed.

If the CFC fulfills any one of the above conditions, its business profits will not pass through the pre-gateway and, therefore, they are outside the scope of the CFC rules.

In respect of nontrading interest income and similar profits (“finance profits”), the pre-gateway is not passed (such that the CFC rules do not apply), if either of the following conditions is satisfied:

- The CFC’s finance profits are no more than 5% of its defined profits, so they are incidental to the activity of the CFC; or
- The CFC’s finance profits arise from the investment of funds held for the purposes of an exempt trade or property business, subject to certain exclusions.

Main gateway test (the gateway)

The gateway performs a similar function to the pre-gateway: it seeks to identify profits artificially diverted from the UK. However, the gateway generally will require a more detailed analysis to be undertaken. The associated compliance could be unappealing to some groups, and reliance on an entity-level exemption could provide for a more straightforward exclusion from the CFC rules.

Profits that pass through the gateway are within the scope of the CFC rules and it then will be necessary to determine whether any of the exclusions or exemptions apply to take the profits out of the charge.

To determine if business profits pass through the gateway, it is necessary to identify the significant people functions (SPF) in relation to the assets and risks that are owned/borne by the CFC. SPF is a concept used for determining the profits attributable to a permanent establishment.

Business profits will pass through the gateway and become chargeable to the extent they relate to SPF in the UK. This is subject to a number of exclusions, including the following:

- If UK activities are a minority of total activities;
- If substantial nontax benefits are delivered to the group through holding assets and risks offshore;
- If it is reasonable to assume that independent companies would have entered into the arrangements in the same way, with the same commercial effect; or
- Trading profits “safe harbor”: All trading profits are excluded if five conditions, many of which require limited UK connection, are satisfied.

A similar process is required for financial profits. Financial profits pass through the gateway and potentially become chargeable if, broadly:

- There are associated UK SPF;
- Any of the funding comes from the UK;
- The loan has been made in lieu of a dividend to the UK; or
- The profits arise from a finance lease to the UK.

Entity-level exemptions

There are a number of entity-level exemptions that groups can choose to apply as an alternative to the gateway or finance company provisions (see below). Where a CFC satisfies an entity-level exemption, no CFC charge will
be imposed in relation to any of its profits. The exemptions are the following:

- **Low profits exemption**: The accounting or taxable profits of the CFC do not exceed GBP 50,000, or do not exceed GBP 500,000 and nontrading profits do not exceed GBP 50,000;
- **Low profit margin exemption**: This exemption is available where a CFC's adjusted accounting profits do not exceed 10% of its relevant operating expenditure. Expenditure payable to a related person is excluded, which may limit the usefulness of this exemption;
- **Excluded territories exemption**: CFCs resident in specified territories (broadly intended to be those with a headline tax rate of more than 75% of the main UK corporation tax rate) will be exempt, provided their income within certain categories does not exceed 10% of the company's adjusted pretax profits (or GBP 50,000, if greater);
- **Tax exemption**: A CFC is exempt if the local tax payable in the CFC's territory of residence is at least 75% of the corresponding UK tax that would be payable; or
- **Temporary period exemption**: A 12-month exemption for applying the CFC rules is available where a non-UK company becomes controlled from the UK for the first time. However, the CFC must not have a CFC charge in the period following the exempt 12-month period (i.e. it must be able to qualify for an exemption or have no chargeable profits that pass through the gateway).

Finace company exemptions

If a CFC has finance profits that do not fall out of the CFC rules under the gateway and the CFC cannot benefit from an entity-level exemption, there are specific finance profit provisions. These provisions provide full or partial exemption for profits arising from “qualifying loan relationships” (broadly, loans made to connected foreign companies other than those made to UK PEs, nonresident landlords or connected UK companies). The finance profit provisions are applied on a loan-by-loan basis.

- **Full exemption**: A number of conditions must be satisfied for the full exemption to apply, which in practice may be difficult for groups to demonstrate. The most important condition is that loans are made out of “qualifying resources” (broadly, the CFC group's profits arising in the territory to which the new loan is made, or new group capital).
- **Partial exemption**: This exemption is available via a claim, where a CFC has qualifying loan relationships (see above) and premises in its territory of residence. There is no requirement for the loans to be funded out of qualifying resources. Under the partial exemption, only 25% of a company's qualifying loan relationship profits may be apportioned to the UK. Ultimately, this results in an effective UK tax rate of 5% (on the corporation tax rate of 20% applying as from 1 April 2015).
- **Matched interest**: The total CFC charge arising from the profits of qualifying loan relationships is limited to the aggregate net borrowing costs of the UK members of the group. This can be of particular benefit to groups who have little or no net UK expense.

Other features of CFC regime

None
General

The CFC rules (subpart F) are found in sections 951 through 965 (subpart F of part III of subchapter N of chapter 1 of subtitle A) of the US Internal Revenue Code (IRC) and regulations thereunder.

Subpart F limits deferral on certain types of income ("subpart F income") earned by CFCs. "US shareholders" of a CFC generally must include in gross income their pro rata share of the CFC's subpart F income for the year. Subpart F also disallows deferral for accumulated earnings and profits of a CFC attributable to nonsubpart F income to the extent the CFC holds an investment in "United States property" (e.g. debt obligations of its US shareholder).

When applicable

Subpart F generally applies to a foreign corporation that is a CFC. A CFC is a foreign corporation with "US shareholders" (US persons each owning directly, indirectly or constructively, at least 10% of the voting stock of the foreign corporation) who together own more than 50% of the voting power or value of the foreign corporation's outstanding shares. (The thresholds are reduced for certain purposes in the case of insurance companies.) The general subpart F rules apply to a CFC organized in any foreign country. Harsher rules apply to a small number of "sanctioned countries," set apart for foreign policy (rather than tax) reasons. (The rules otherwise do not apply any type of white or black list.)

Type of income attributable and when included

Subject to various exceptions, the following categories of CFC income are currently taxed to US shareholders as subpart F income:

- Certain types of insurance income;
- "Foreign base company income," which covers certain dividends, interest, rents, royalties, gains and notional principal contract income; income from certain sales involving related parties; income from certain services performed outside the CFC's country of incorporation, for or on behalf of related parties; and certain oil related income;
  - Income connected with certain sanctioned countries;
  - Income from operations in which there is cooperation or participation in an international boycott of Israel; and
  - Illegal payments made to a foreign government or agent.

Subject to computational limitations and potential recapture provisions, the US shareholder's income inclusion for subpart F income generally occurs in the year in which the CFC earns the subpart F income.

Credit for foreign taxes

A foreign tax credit may be available to offset a US shareholder's income inclusion if the US shareholder is a corporation and the inclusion is foreign source income; the credit mechanism closely resembles the indirect foreign tax credit generally available to a US corporation when actual dividends are paid by a foreign corporate subsidiary.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

Subpart F income that is taxable as a deemed inclusion to a US shareholder becomes "previously taxed income" (PTI). Subsequent actual distributions of PTI are not taxed to the US shareholder.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

Passive foreign investment company rules impose an interest charge, or eliminate deferral, associated with income or gains from non-CFC foreign corporations with predominately passive assets or passive income.
Exemptions

There are no blanket exceptions from subpart F. The definition of subpart F income, however, has several exceptions related to particular classes or amounts of income, including de minimis amounts, certain highly taxed income, income in excess of annual earnings and profits, active rents and royalties, income earned by securities dealers, income earned from related parties in the CFC’s country of organization and income from some manufactured products. Certain income earned in the active conduct of a banking, financing, insurance or securities dealing business, and qualifying dividend, interest, rent and royalty income from a related CFC that is non-passive under a look-through rule are excluded from foreign base company income under a temporary provision applicable to CFC taxable years beginning before 1 January 2014.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

Gain from the sale of CFC stock may be taxed as a dividend to the extent of the CFC’s previously untaxed earnings; the remaining gain will be taxed as gain from the sale of stock.

Other features of CFC regime

In addition to the substantive tax rules, the reporting and recordkeeping required under the CFC rules are extensive and are enforced with substantial penalties for noncompliance. Failure to satisfy CFC filing requirements on the Form 5471 and Form 926, where applicable, may result in the tax year remaining open for future adjustment under section 6501(c)(8) of the IRC.

Proposed changes

Numerous changes have been proposed.
General

Uruguay does not have CFC rules that apply to entities, but specific rules (Laws 18,718 and 18,719 and Decree 510/011) are applicable to Uruguayan individuals that hold, directly or indirectly, an interest in a nonresident entity.

When applicable

The CFC rules apply in two circumstances:

- When a Uruguayan individual holds a participation through a nonresident entity located in a low tax jurisdiction (i.e. an entity subject to a tax rate lower than 12%) and that entity receives foreign-source passive income, the passive income is attributed to the Uruguayan entity, but only for the purpose of determining the taxable dividends attributable to a resident individual shareholder; and

- When a resident individual holds an interest in a nonresident entity that receives passive foreign-source income and the nonresident is subject to a tax rate of lower than 12%, the passive income is attributed directly to the individual.

Type of income attributable and when included

The CFC regime applies only to passive income, including income derived from deposits, loans and any kind of investment or credit of any nature.

Credit for foreign taxes

Under the personal income tax rules, a foreign tax credit may be available to resident individual taxpayers for foreign income taxes paid by that individual when the income was distributed. No tax credit is available for taxes paid by the CFC itself.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

Dividends that have been attributed under this regime are specifically exempted from taxation.

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

None

Exemptions

The CFC regime is not applicable to Uruguayan entities, only to Uruguayan resident individuals.

Tax treatment on sale of CFC

Only Uruguay-source capital gains are subject to tax. Income derived from the sale of a CFC located abroad would be from a foreign source, so no tax would be due in Uruguay.

Other features of CFC regime

None
General

Venezuela's CFC rules are found in articles 101-111 of the Income Tax Law (ITL).

A Venezuelan resident deriving income from a CFC is subject to tax currently in proportion to its ownership in a low tax jurisdiction entity.

When applicable

The CFC rules apply where a Venezuelan taxpayer:

- Invests directly, indirectly or through an intermediary in a branch office, company, movable or immovable property, shares, bank account or investment account; or
- Otherwise participates in an entity with or without legal personality, a trust, an association, an investment fund or other entity incorporated or existing under the laws of a low tax jurisdiction.

A low tax jurisdiction is one in which income is taxed at a rate lower than 20%.

Venezuela has a list of low tax jurisdictions: Albania, American Samoa, Andorra, Angola, Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Aruba, Ascension Island, Bahamas, Bahrain, Belize, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Brunei, Campione d'Italia, Canary Islands special zone, Cape Verde, Cayman Islands, Channel Islands, Christmas Island, Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Cook Islands, Cyprus, Djibouti, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Falkland Islands, French Polynesia, Gabon, Gibraltar, Greenland, Grenada, Guam, Guyana, Honduras, Hong Kong, Isle of Man, Jordan, Kiribati, Kuwait (but a tax treaty is in effect), Labuan (Malaysia) (but a tax treaty is in effect), Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Macao, Malta, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Monaco, Montserrat, Nauru, Niue, Norfolk Island, Oman, Ostrava special zone (Czech Republic), Pacific Islands, Panama, Palau, Pitcairn Island, Puerto Rico, Qatar, Qeshm Island, Samoa, San Marino, Seychelles, Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, St. Helena, St. Pierre and Miquelon, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Svalbard, Swaziland, Tokelau, Tristan da Cunha, Tunisia, Turks & Caicos Islands, Tuvalu, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay, US Virgin Islands, Vanuatu and Yemen.

Type of income attributable and when included

Income derived from investments in a low tax jurisdiction will be deemed to be gross income or dividends, unless the taxpayer can prove otherwise. Such income must be reported in the tax year in which it is realized in proportion to the Venezuelan taxpayer’s participation in the investment and not previously taxed, regardless of whether there has been an actual distribution.

Credit for foreign taxes

An ordinary foreign tax credit is available for tax paid in a low tax jurisdiction. However, the credit may not exceed the amount of tax attributable to the foreign income computed by applying the corporate income tax rate to the foreign net taxable income.

Mechanics for ensuring attributed income not taxed again on distribution

None

Supplementary rules to catch investment in entities not caught by CFC rules

None

Exemptions

The CFC rules will not apply if the Venezuelan taxpayer’s income is derived from business income and at least 50% of the total assets are fixed assets used to carry on business activities in the low tax jurisdiction (i.e. active income). However, the exemption is not applicable if more than 20% of the total income derived from the investment in the low tax jurisdiction comes from dividends, interest, royalties or capital gains from the sale of movable or immovable property.
Tax treatment on sale of CFC

When a taxpayer transfers shares in an investment in a low tax jurisdiction, the profit or loss is determined in accordance with the provisions of the ITL.

When the taxpayer derives income from a liquidation or decrease of capital stock of legal persons, entities, trusts, associations, investment funds or other legal entity created or incorporated under the law of the low tax jurisdiction, the taxpayer is required to determine the foreign-source taxable income in accordance with the ITL.

Other features of CFC regime

- To determine the net income from an investment in a low tax jurisdiction, the taxpayer may attribute costs and expenses in accordance with its participation, provided the taxpayer keeps the corresponding accounting books and complies with the fiscal transparency reporting requirement.

- A bank account in a low tax jurisdiction is deemed to be a taxpayer’s investment if it benefits or is the property of the taxpayer’s spouse or a person who lives with the taxpayer, direct ancestors or descendants, an agent or when any of the above persons act as the agent of the taxpayer or are authorized to sign or order transfers.

- Transfers made or ordered by a taxpayer to deposit, investment, savings or other similar accounts in a bank located in a low tax jurisdiction will be deemed to be a transfer made to accounts of the taxpayer, unless proven otherwise.

- A Venezuelan taxpayer must submit a report of all investments carried out or maintained in low tax jurisdictions. The taxpayer also must submit (along with its final income tax return) bank statements and other documents that evidence the investment in the low tax jurisdiction.
Of the remaining jurisdictions surveyed, five use an alternate method to capture certain offshore income in low tax jurisdictions. The jurisdictions with alternate methods are summarized below, followed by a list of the countries surveyed with no CFC or notable alternate regime.

Austria
Austria does not have CFC (anti-deferral) legislation within its technical meaning, although sections 10(4)-(6) of the Corporate Income Tax Act include a special anti-abuse rule relating to the participation exemption.

Under section 10(4), which applies to qualified dividends (a continuous shareholding of at least 10% held for at least one year), the credit method rather than the participation exemption ("switch over" clause) will apply to income from qualified foreign equity investments if certain criteria are met that point to tax avoidance. This would be the case if the foreign corporation primarily generates passive income (i.e. from interest, licensing and capital gains) and the income of the foreign corporation is not subject to a foreign tax comparable to the Austrian corporate income tax with respect to the taxable base and tax rate (the subsidiary must be subject to an average corporate income tax burden of at least 15%).

Under section 10(5), which applies to portfolio dividends from EU and non-EU countries that have concluded a comprehensive administrative assistance agreement with Austria, the switch-over provision will apply to income from foreign equity investments under the following circumstances:

- If the income of the foreign corporation is not subject to a foreign tax comparable to the Austrian corporate income tax with respect to the taxable base and tax rate (the subsidiary must be subject to an average corporate income tax burden of at least 15%);
- If the foreign nominal corporate income tax rate that applies is below 15%; or
- If the foreign corporation is subject to a full personal or corporate tax exemption in the foreign state (although a participation exemption in the foreign state is harmless).

In such cases, income from the equity investment is not exempt from Austrian corporate income tax, but the foreign corporate income tax (not withholding tax, unless creditable under a tax treaty) may be credited against the Austrian corporate income tax (upon application (section 10(6)). Foreign corporate income tax that is not creditable in a tax year may be carried forward.

Section 10(4) and 10(5) do not apply to the shifting of income to the base company, but prohibit the tax-free repatriation of the shifted profits. Therefore, the provision cannot prevent taxpayers from retaining profits on a tax-free basis abroad or utilizing the profits for purposes that do not require repatriation. However, certain substance requirements must be met cumulatively (own premises, personnel, infrastructure, business activity); otherwise, the company may be disregarded for tax purposes.

Latvia
Although Latvia does not have CFC legislation, payments made by residents to entities or individuals registered or domiciled in low or no tax countries and territories included on the government’s black list are subject to a special withholding tax of 15%. The tax authorities may exempt payments from the tax if certain conditions are satisfied. The applicable rules are found in the Law on Corporate Income Tax (article 3.8) and the Law on Personal Income Tax (article 17.17).

Loan repayments or payments for goods produced in black list countries are exempt from withholding tax. However, to benefit from the exemption, advance permission must be obtained from the tax authorities.

The following jurisdictions are on Latvia’s black list: Alderney, Andorra, Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Aruba, Bahamas, Bahrain,
Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Brunei Darussalam, Cayman Islands, Cook Islands, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Djibouti, Ecuador, Gibraltar, Grenada, Guam, Guatemala, Hong Kong, Isle of Man, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Labuan, Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Macao, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Monaco, Montserrat, Nauru, New Caledonia, Niue, Panama, Qatar, Samoa, San Marino, San Tome and Principe, Seychelles, St. Pierre and Miquelon, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Luis, St. Vincent and Grenadines, St. Helena, Tahiti, Tonga, Turks and Caicos, Tonga, Uruguay, US Virgin Islands, Vanuatu, Venezuela and Zanzibar.

**Malta**

Malta does not have a CFC regime. The full participation exemption regime, however, includes anti-avoidance rules for “low taxed investments” in “passive” entities that are not resident or incorporated in an EU member state. An investment in a non-EU “passive” entity is considered a low taxed investment if, cumulatively: (1) it is not subject to foreign tax of at least 15%; (2) it derives more than 50% of its income from passive interest or royalties; and (3) it derives more than 50% of its income from portfolio investments, while not being subject to more than 5% foreign tax.

**Netherlands**

The Netherlands does not have a CFC regime, although the participation exemption includes an anti-avoidance valuation rule for certain low-taxed portfolio investments. For Dutch corporate tax purposes, a subsidiary typically is valued at cost. However, if the following conditions are satisfied, the subsidiary must be valued at market value: (1) the shareholder (together with related companies) holds an interest of at least 25% in the subsidiary; (2) the subsidiary is held as a portfolio investment (typically only the case if the investment is (predominantly) held to provide a return that is comparable to that provided by genuine portfolio investment activities); (3) the subsidiary is low-taxed (indicative threshold rate of 10%); and (4) 90% or more of the assets of the subsidiary, as well as those of the (in)direct subsidiaries it owns (if any), in the aggregate consist of low-taxed passive assets. In such cases, the subsidiary will not qualify for the participation exemption. Instead, as a result of the mandatory market valuation, fluctuations in the market value of the subsidiary will be subject to Dutch corporate income tax as they will increase/decrease the tax basis, even though there has been no realization event. A tax credit will be available if income taxes are levied at the level of the subsidiary (based on the actual rate, with a deemed minimum rate of 5%).

**Slovenia**

Slovenia does not have a CFC regime, but there are some provisions in the Corporate Income Tax Act and the Tax Procedure Act that are intended to tax payments for certain services and interest paid to persons established in countries with a low average tax rate.

The Corporate Income Tax Act provides that tax must be calculated, withheld and paid at a rate of 15% on income from payments for consulting services, marketing, market research, human resources, administration, information services and legal services, if the (1) payments are made to persons established or having a place of effective management in non-EU countries in which the general or average nominal rate of tax on profits is lower than 12.5%; and (2) the country is on the black list.

The following countries are on the black list: Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Brunei, Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Oman, Panama, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Samoa, Seychelles, Uruguay and Vanuatu.

Payments of interest on loans granted by persons established or having a place of effective management in the black list countries may not be deducted for corporate income tax purposes. Dividends generally are exempt from corporate income tax (effectively, 95% of income received is tax exempt), and 52.5% of realized capital gains generally are exempt. However, the exemption on dividends does not apply where dividends are received from persons established or having a place of effective management in the black list countries; and the exemption does not apply to capital gains realized from investments in companies established or having a place of effective management in the black list countries.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No CFC Regime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The 2014 tax reform enacted CFC rules that will become effective on 1 January 2016. The rules will require a Chilean company to include currently in its taxable income its pro rata share in the profits of CFCs deriving passive income. Control will be defined in terms of owning directly or together with related parties 50% or more of the capital, profits or voting rights or having the ability to appoint a majority of the board members or administrators. Absent proof to the contrary, a foreign entity will be deemed to be a CFC irrespective of the percentage of participation if it is incorporated or domiciled in a country with low or no taxation.

**Proposed CFC rules are in the Direct Taxes Code.

**Proposed CFC rules have been presented to the Legislative Yuan that would require a Taiwan company to include currently in its taxable income its pro rata share of the taxable profits of its CFC. A CFC for these purposes would be defined as a corporation not resident in Taiwan that is more than 50% owned (directly or indirectly) or controlled by a Taiwan business entity. The rules would eliminate the deferral of taxation and would discourage businesses from leaving earnings in foreign jurisdictions.
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